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Number Five 1980

THE BRIDGE

Journal of the
Danish American Heritage Society

A GREAT MANY AMERICANS are becoming aware of a need to
perpetuate their cultural heritage . Efforts by early immigrants to
blend into American society created a melting pot, often without
emphasis on cultural traditions. Second, third, and fourth
generation Americans of Danish and other ethnic descent recently
have discovered an interest in their intellectual, cultural, and social
heritage and are determined, at least in part, to retain it.

DANISH AMERICANS have a unique opportunity to participate
in two cultures. Yet, because of a rapid blending into American
society, few enjoy the completeness of this dual heritage of Danish
and American traditions. Fortunately, however, many individuals
from the present generation have discovered that their interest in
Danish culture is shared by others.

DANISH AMERICANS should understand the significance of
preserving the history found in the records and artifacts of Danish
immigrants. This history reflects the ideals, capabilities, and
traditions brought to the New World. Here it was blended with
contributions from immigrants of other nationalities into contemporary American life. It is important that Americans who have an
interest in the Danish cultural contribution to the United States
make an effort to preserve those customs and historical artifacts
for future generations.

Editorial Statement
In this , the fifth , issue of The Bridge we are pleased to
present a series of articles, all of which relate to the Danish
immigrant experience. Donald K. Watkins provides interesting
background on the Mormon influence in Denmark, which is
followed by Jens Patrick Wilde's moving description of the
cart trek across the plain s and the Rockies to Utah. Gerald
Rasmussen offers the experiences of three Danish immigrants :
Dagmar Knudsen , Andrew Christensen and Lis Jorgensen , as
each finds a niche in the new land.
As we explore the lives of Danish immigrants and try to
understand the cultural influence of their heritage, the name
Nicolai Frederik Severin Grundtvig appears again and again .
Ruth Herman has made an in-depth study of the effect of
Grundtvig's educational philosophy and religious views on an
Omaha Lutheran Congregation . Her ac.count of how this study
led her to a keener appreciation and understanding of
Grundtvig's thought should interest many of our readers with
similar backgrounds.
We are particularly happy to include Enok Mortensen's
keynote address to the second Pacific Northwest Danish
Cultural Conference at the Menu cha Retreat, Corbett, Oregon ,
July 4, 1980. Ebba Tang Frandsen calls attention to the Danes
who came to New York when it was a Dutch colony . These
Danes left their mark, particularly Jonas Bronck, who is
featured in her article. Peter L. Petersen introduces The
Danish Texans by John L. Davis . Perhaps, and hopefully, this
book will prompt similar projects in other states.
We regret having omitted an acknowledgment of permission to reprint the four Storm P. drawings seen in the last
issue of The Bridge (number Four) . We are indebted to the
Storm P. Museet (Jens Bing, Director) and to Copenhagen
Press (Stig Vendelkaer) for allowing us to use those
copyrighted materials.
As we publish this issue we glance back at the Editorial
Statement of The Bridge, Number One, May, 1978. We stated
then that support for the Danish American· Heritage Society

was so strong that our publishing venture was not only financially feasible, but possible, because there were people who
could and would write for a publication like The Bridge. Were
we whistling in the dark, or was it the over-confidence of
beginners? Experiences of the past two years have confirmed
our initial expectations as our membership has grown, and
more and more material has been submitted for publication.
However, our optimism is tempered somewhat by economic
pressures, to which we hope our supporters will give
appropriate response .
We hope that material will continue to be submitted for
publication . Following are some guidelines :
Material submitted should be in harmony with the
goals and objectives of the Danish American Heritage
Society, with special emphasis on material contributing to the exploration and understanding of the Danish
immigrant experience.
Articles should be 3000-6000 words in length, however,
shorter or longer articles. will not be excluded per se.
All material should be typed and double-spaced .
Both scholarly and popular articles, as well as memoirs
and reminiscences, are encouraged .
Reviews of articles and books should contain pertinent
bibliographic information which would enable readers
to find the material reviewed .
Contributors should submit a biographical statement of
100-200 words from which a brief identifying paragraph
can be written .

Arnold N. Bodtker, 29672 Dane Lane.
Junction City, Oregon 97448 ..... . ... Presiden!: and Editor
Gerald Rasmussen , 29681 Dane Lane
Junction City, Oregon 97448 .
. Vice President
Karen McCumsey, 410 Laurel ,
Junction City, Oregon 97448. . .
. . Secretary
Egon Bodtker, 1132 Newport Drive,
Salem, Oregon 97302 .
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Notes On The Early Mormon
Mission In Denmark
By Donald K. Watkins

Jens Patrick Wilde's article in this issue of The Bridge
vividly describes the hardships, grief and sometimes disaster
that accompanied the Mormons during their famous trek
across the Great Plains to Utah in the 1850s. Less well known
is the role of the Northern European immigrant in this difficult passage to the Great Basin . Scandinavian immigrant participation in the growth of Utah and the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints was especially great in the period
1850-1890, and in the decade before the Civil War Mormons
made up the largest identifiable segment, 19%, of the some
10,000 Danes in the United States in 1860. In the Territory
(1850) and State (1896) of Utah, Scandinavian-born residents
throughout the nineteenth century were the second-largest
foreign -born group after the British. In 1870 only Wisconsin
had more Danish-born residents than did Utah .
Wilde's account of the handcart and wagon caravans
invites the reader to pursue other aspects of the history of the
Danish Mormons .1 One question raised is, Why did especially
Danes respond in such relatively large numbers to the
Mormon mission? Between 1850 and 1900 almost 25,000
Scandinavian Mormons (65% of those converted in their
native countries) emigrated to the United States. 57% of
these were Danes, 32% Swedes, 10% Norwegians, and 1%
lcelanders.2 In Utah , the Sanpete and Cache valleys became
notable Scandinavian strongholds.3 In 1902 a Danish immigrant told a reunion of Scandinavians in Brigham City, " We
are now 45,000 and are a great power in our state." 4
The following notes on the beginnings of Mormon
missionary activity in Denmark, Norway and Sweden are
meant to provide a general background and bibliographical
references to the story of the handcart trek and the Scandinavian Mormons. They are only a sketch of topics that are
discussed in depth by the writers cited in the footnotes .
The strong Scandinavian contingent in the Mormon
church may have begun with Peter Clemmensen , a Dane
living in Boston who became a Mormon in 1842, twelve years
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after the revealed word of the Book of Mormon was printed
in book form in Palmyra, New York . Clemmensen, in turn,
described his faith to a visiting Danish seaman, Hans Christian
Hansen, who ·then returned to Europe by way of Liverpool,
where he became a member of the Latter-day Saints.
(Mormon missionary activity in Europe had begun in 1837 in
England, where more than 35,000 converts had been gained
by 1850.)5 Peter Ole Hansen, brother of Hans Christian, likewise became a zealous Mormon and emigrated to the United
States in 1844. Both Hansen brothers lived in the Mormon
city of Nauvoo, Illinois, before the general exodus to Utah in
the aftermath of the murder in 1844 of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith .6 The close association of these Danes with the
Mormon leaders no doubt led to the choice of Denmark as an
early field for missionary activity.
While still in Nauvoo, Peter Ole Hansen was asked
by Brigham Young to translate the Book of Mormon into
Danish.? Published after the arrival of the first missionaries in
Copenhagen, Mormons Bog was the first foreign-language
edition of this basic Mormon scripture, and its immediate
availability to potential converts no doubt enhanced the efforts of missionaries in Denmark and Norway to demonstrate
the authenticity of their religion . The printed word weighed
heavily in efforts to reach the Danes. By · 1881 almost two
million books, tracts, and periodicals had been printed in
Danish.8 The biweekly Mormon newspaper Skandinaviens
Stjerne, from its founding in 1851, had both pious and practical content; it informed both the Mormon and non-Mormon
about America and particularly about the inter-mountain
West.
The potential of the Mormon mission in Denmark, where
the Stjerne was printed and freely circulated, i~ better appreciated when one learns that the Finnish government at times
in this first decade banned the religious newspaper from the
mail there.9 Everywhere in Scandinavia except in Denmark
the early Mormon mission encountered more than verbal opposition from national or local officialdom, which included,
of course, the state church. Various laws in Norway and
Sweden in the 1850s permitted local authorities, if they so
wished, to bar from the country or otherwise embarrass
missionaries of whatever objectionable persuasion . Banishment, imprisonment and fines hampered the Copenhagen-
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based Mormon mission when it moved into Norway and
Sweden .
Resistance to the Mormons in Norway and particularly
Sweden in the first decade of missionary activity - there
were just a few workers in the field, apart from the converts
who became effective local spokesmen for their new faith served to keep the Scandinavian mission in the most densely
populated and consequently most productive region:
Denmark, southwest Sweden, and Stockholm. The historian
Kristian Hvidt, seeking to explain the fact that far more Danes
converted to Mormonism that did other Scandinavians,
stresses that "there is a certain relationship between seed and
harvest."10 He suggests that well-organized missionaries in a
small, densely populated country would naturally gain more
converts than in the wide-open spaces of Norway and
Sweden. This notion of cause and effect, which seeks to
temper the idea that Danes at this time were more Godfearing than other Scandinavians, is contradicted somewhat
by a Mormon missionary in Bergen, Norway. Writing in 1887,
he complained that only four families of the city's 41,000 inhabitants had been converted recently, and that only five or
six families o.f Norwegian Mormons had ever emigrated from
Bergen. The people of Bergen, it seems, even though densely
populated in the city, were little inclined to embrace
Mormonism . Most Norwegian Mormons hailed from the Oslo
area.11
In Denmark, dissatisfaction with both the politics and the
religion of the Establishment had paved the way for the
liberal constitution of 1849. Among the religious dissenters
were Danish Methodists and Baptists, and it was among the
latter that many converts to Mormonism were gained in
1850-51, particularly in Copenhagen and Aalborg. Religious
unrest continued to disturb Danish orthodoxy throughout the
nineteenth century. On the one hand, this debate broadened
the perspectives of the Lutheran Folkekirke so that the
Grundtvigians and Inner Mission were accommodated along
with the conservative High Church party.12 At the same time,
many Danes found their quest and questions answered
by the puritanical , revivalist denominations of AngloAmerican origin . The Mormons were just one of many
religious sects seeking to awaken the Danes.
In the first half-century of the Mormon mission in
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:

Denmark, 53% of the converts were from Jutland and 37%
from Copenhagen . North Jutland, in particular Vendsyssel,
was the most receptive of all the rural districts to the call of
" Jesu Kristi Kirke af Sidste Dages Hellige." Conversion was
typically a family happening, as was the emigration to the
United States and the Zion in the West. 74% of the almost
8,000 converts who emigrated in the period 1853-72 were
families, ranging in size from a couple to parents with nine
children. 13 In the 1850s "farmers," - freeholders, tenant
farmers and hired hands - with their families made up half
the Mormon emigrants. By and large, these were not impoverished people; most paid their own way to the American
frontier in Nebraska, where the handcart and wagon trek
began . " All told, they were the seed crop for Zion," one historian has said of these Scandinavian immigrants as a group,
"supplying it with a skill most sorely needed. Better fitted for
an agrarian experience than the urban British migration, they
were destined to make the valleys where they settled the
graneries and creampots of Utah ."14
By 1889 these same Scandinavian immigrant-converts, now
many in number, drove the non-Mormon governor of Utah to
tell the United States Congress : " It is as if a lot of Chinamen
or other foreign people should come here and take possession
of that Territory, with ideas entirely distinct and diametrically
opposed to ours." 15 Governor Caleb West's outburst marks a
different and more familiar phase of the Mormon story : the
period in which virtually every non-Mormon in the United
States was outraged, or at least titillated, by the issues of
polygamy and the Mormon theocratic control of Utah. The
American distaste for non-conformists and foreigners was
such that when the Latter-day Saints in general were scorned,
the foreign-born Mormons received a double share of distrust
and ridicule . The history of Utah and the Latter-day Saints is
one of the most fascinating chapters in American and Scandinavian social and religious history. The story of the handcart caravans from the Missouri River to Salt Lake begins that
chapter .
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1. Davis Bitton, ed., Guide to Mormon Diaries and Autobiographies (Provo, Utah:
Brigham Young Univ. Press 1977); Chad J. Rake, ed., A Mormon
Bibliography 1830-1930 (Salt Lake City, Utah: Univ. of Utah Press 1978).
2. J,Srgen W. Schmidt, Oh, du Zion i Vest. Den danske Mormon-emigration
1850-1900 (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde og Bagger 1965), p. 236.
3. Leonard J. Arrington and Davis Bitton, The Mormon Experience. A History of
the Latter-day Saints (New York: Knopf 1979), pp. 142-43.
4. William Mulder, Homeward to Zion. The Mormon Migration from Scandinavia
(Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press 1957), p. 198.
5. Jergen W. Schmidt, p. 236; see also William Mulder, "Mormons from Scandinavia; A Shepherded Migration," Pacific Historical Review, (1954) ,
pp.
227-46.
6. For brief accounts of Mormon history in a broader social and religious context,
see Frederick Merk, History of the Westward Movement (New York: Knopf
1978), pp. 330-52; Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American
People (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ. Press 1972), pp. 501-09.
7. Mormons Bog . .. Udgivet og forlagt al Erastus Snow (Copenhagen: F.E.
Bording 1851). A Swedish translation, also printed by Bording in Copenhagen,
first appeared in 1878.
8. William Mulder, "Image of Zion: Mormonism as an American Influence in
Scandinavia," The Mississippi Valley Historial Review, 43 (1956), pp. 18-38.
9. William Mulder, Homeward to Zion, p. 79.
10. Kristian Hvidt, Flight to America. The Social Background of 300,000 Danish
Emigrants (New York: Academic Press 1975), p. 150.
11. William Mulder, Homeward to Zion, p. 106.
12. Enok Mortensen, The Danish Lutheran Church in America (Philadelphia:
Lutheran Church in America 1%7), pp. 7-16.
13. William Mulder, Homeward to Zion, p. 108.
14. William Mulder, Homeward to Zion, p. 111.
15. Quoted in William Mulder, Homeward to Zion, p. 114.

Donald K. Watkins is Associate Professor. of Germanic Languages and Literature at
the University of Kansas, where he teaches Danish, German and Norwegian. He
has an ongoing research interest in Danish American literature and history. His
article. "Carl Hansen, Prairie Iconoclast" appeared in The Bridge, Number Two,
1979. He serves on the Editorial Support Committe of the Danish American
Heritage Society.
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Bleeding Feet, Humble Hearts:
Danish Mormon Migration
1850-1860
By Jens Patrick Wilde

" .. . if courage and endurance make a story, if
human kindness and helpfulness and brotherly
love, in midst of raw horror are worth recording,
this forgotten episode of westward migration is
one of the great tales of western America . . . "
Wallace Stegner
July, 1956 1
The early history of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints is a chronicle of several migrations. The
Mormon migration most familiar to Americans began in New
York state, from where Joseph Smith, prophet-founder of the
church , moved with his followers in search of a place where
they might build a community, a holy land . The way stations
on the journey from New York to Salt Lake City, now the
headquarters of the church, were Kirtland , Ohio; Independence and Far West, Missouri ; and Nauvoo, Illinois. These
attempts to found religious communities had their origin in
Mormon doctrine, which implied the creation of a separate
society in North America and " the gathering of the elect" to
that place.
As the Mormons in the 1830s and 1840s sought a place
free of hostility toward them , they also strengthened their
numbers through the conversion to their faith of both Americans and Europeans. Close to Nauvoo, Illinois, last stronghold
of Mormonism before the move to Utah, lay the Fox River
(Illinois) and Sugar Creek (Iowa) settlements of Norwegians.
Alreay in 1843 the Mormon leaders thought of sending a
mission to Scandinavia. They were impressed by the growth
of the Norwegian Mormon congregations in Iowa and Illinois,
and in Nauvoo itself the Dane, Hans Christian Hansen, and
the Swede, John Erik Forsgren, were capable members of the
church . These were the circumstances that led to the
creation , six years later, of a mission for Scandinavia comparable to the one already established in Great Britain, from
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where many converts had emigrated to the Mormon settlements in the United States. The transatlantic migration had
begun, set in motion by energetic missionaries and the eagerness of many Europeans to receive a faith that offered them
both a firm belief and a new home in America.
The first member of the Scandinavian mission to reach
Denmark, in May of 1850, was Peter Ole Hansen, brother of
Hans Christian Hansen . Less than a month later, on June 14,
1850, he was joined by Apostle Erastus Snow and Elders John
E. Forsgren and George P. Dykes. Their assignment was to
establish a mission not only for Denmark, but also for Norway
and Sweden .
Quick success came their way . Within fifty-nine days, the
first fifteen baptisms were completed in Q)resund near Copenhagen. On Monday, July 12, 1850, Ole U .C. M¢nster became
the first Danish member. He was followed by the first woman,
Anna Beckstrom. Before the end of 1850, one hundred thirtyfive Danes had joined the church and on November 25th,
1850, the first Danish branch was established by Elder George
P. Dykes at Aalborg.
One of the reasons for this success came through the
efforts of Peter Ole Hansen , who had prepared the first
translation of the Book of Mormon in the Danish language.
Moreover, the plan to print the Book of Mormon in sixteenpage sections made the book inexpensive enough for people
to purchase it bit by bit. 2
For the first several decades of Mormon missionary
activity in Scandinavia, the church urged all converts to emigrate to the United States. The first two companies left
Denmark in 1852. The first group contained twenty-eight
members. They traveled to Liverpool, England, and from there
to New Orleans. The second company, led by John E.
Forsgren, totalled 293 members. They crossed the Atlantic
aboard the "Forest Monarch," traveled up the Mississippi to
Keokuk , Iowa, and thence across the plains by ox team,
arriving in Salt Lake on September 30, 1853.
Ship life had not been pleasant. Measles broke out among
the crowded passengers. Close confinement spread the
disease rapidly through the ship and resulted in the death of
one elderly woman and seven children . Inadequate food
seems to have been a problem. A description of ship life is
provided us by Kate B. Carter in her study: LDS Emigration by
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Ships; Names and Statistics of Every LDS Emigrant Ship from
Europe, 1840-1868.
" . . . Fare - 4 pounds, 5 shillings per adult; 3
pounds, 5 shillings per child; 10 shillings per infant
Provisions each adults weekly: 3½ pounds bread,
2 pounds potatoes, 2 ounces salt, 1 pound flour,
1¼ pounds beef, ½ ounce mustard, 1½ pounds
oatmeal, 1 pound salt pork, 1½ pounds rice, 1½
pounds dried peas, 1 pound sugar, 2 ounces tea,
¼ ounce pepper and one gill of vinegar.

In addition 3 quarts of water daily and 10 gallons
daily to every 100 people cooking ." 3
Each adult was allowed 500 pounds of luggage without
extra charge; each child, 300 pounds; each infant, 50 pounds .
Only 50 people could use the galley and underdeck eating
quarters at a time. Consequently, shifts were set up. Two
meals were served each day. The daytime hours, during good
weatlier, were largely spent on deck in designated areas
covered over by sail canvas . Each passenger was responsible
for his own bed, bedding and eating utensils. Many slept on
deck with a single blanket wrapped about them .
For those who arrived in New York, an immigrant ticket
could be purchased to Iowa City at a cost of about thrity-six
dolfars per adult and one-half of that per child . It offered few
conveniences and little comfort, often in an open air cattle
car.
In spite of the inconviences, by 1855 over 16,000 European
converts had reachep the United States and a huge backlog of
Mormon church members were stalled at points between New
York and Florence, Nebraska, the final jumping off spot
before crossing the plains. Sentiment was building up against
the Mormons and some means had to be developed to move
them westward as soon as possible.
Brigham Young, who had assumed the leadership of the
Latter Day Saints after Joseph Smith and his brother were
murdered in the Carthage, Illinois jail, proposed a dram 9tic
solution - handcarts. In the Milennial Star, the church newspaper, on February 23, 1856, he proposed :
" . .. in regards to foreign immigrants, have them
take the northern route from New York to Chicago
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and on to Iowa City, the western terminus of the
Rock Island Railroad. There they will be provided
with handcarts on which to haul their provisions
and clothing . . . they will be expected to walk
and draw their carts across the plains. Sufficient
teams will be furnished to haul the aged, infirm
and those who are unable to walk. A few cows to
furnish milk and some beef cattle for the people
to kill along the road will also be provided .. ." 4
Thus the handcart idea was formulated . Those who had
thus far managed to keep their personal belongings intact
were now told that they could carry only seventeen pounds
plus what clothing they wore. Some rebelled at the command
and elected to wait a full year in hopes of obtaining one of
the scarce wagons and thus be able to keep their belongings.
But, for the most part, they selected the bare necessities and
set about selling their other items to the highest bidder. In
the next four years nearly 3000 men, women and children
meekly obeyed and trudged the 1300 miles, pulling the last of
their earthly possessions on two-wheeled carts .
The carts varied little in description: hickory for the axles,
elm for the hubs, white oak for the spokes and rims, white
ash for the shafts. Carts were the same width as the wagons .
They were 3 to 5 feet long and had 8 inch sides. So called
"family carts" were slightly larger but never wider. Each cart
could carry as much as 500 pounds and cost about ten dollars
each . 5
The first handcart company left Florence, Nebraska, on
June 9, 1856, and arrived in Salt Lake ninety-one days later.
Young had estimated they would average fifteen miles per
day, a better time than the ox-teams could make. Few, if any,
made the trip without suffering but, at first, it seemed as
though the plan was destined to be a complete success.
Organization was meticulous . Companies of 500 or more were
divided into 100 member units. Each unit was issued five
tents; each handcart was assigned, on the average, to five
members. In most cases food supplies, tents and repairs were
carried in wagons pulled by oxen . This proved advantageous
during the day but usually the handcarts made better time
and had to wait for their tents to arrive each night.
At night, the handcarts were circled in the fashion of the
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wagon trains with the tents inside. Usually a major fire for
each 100-member unit was maintained . Scarcity of fuel often
changed the pattern and an elongated pit of buffalo chips
was made in the center . Each unit then took its turn at the
cooking fires .
Long before the first handcart company had reached Salt
Lake, others had formed and were on the way. As rapidly as
an adequate number of carts could be obtained new
companies formed . By late July, the ·fourth and fifth
companies had arrived in Florence, Nebraska.
Delays had become an irritation to this group. Most of
them did not get away from England until late May of 1856.
Weather had been a delaying factor . Illnesses made the
crossing miserable. It was longer than usual. Aboard the two
ships, " Thornton" and "Horizon", there had been 1621
passengers. Five hundred were formed into the 4th handcart
company under the leadership of James G. Willie . An
additional 576 made up the 5th company headed by Edward
Martin . Of the total number in the two companies, 615 came
from the Scandinavian mission , of which 502 were Danes, 67
were Swedes and 46 were Norwegians.
Only four of the leaders had been over the route before
and never as late in the year as this. Levi ·savage, one of
these, spoke out as best he could against making the trip, but
when they insisted upon getting underway he addressed the
combined· _group. His words went through four different
interpreters.
''. ' .. So be it. It remains my belief that we are
wrong, that we cannot cross the mountains with a
mixed company of aged people, women and little
children , so late in the season without much suffering, sickness and death; but seeing you are to
go, I will go with you, will help you all I can , will
work with you , rest with you , suffer with you , and
if necessary, I will die with you ." 6
His words proved prophetic.
Willie's company left first. It was composed of 120 handcarts, 5 wagons , 24 oxen , 45 beef cattle and 10 cows. Martin
had 146 carts, 7 wagons, 30 oxen and 50 beef cattle and
cows .
Although they remained several days apart, the history of
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the two companies became so intertwined in their miseries
and problems that we have combined the diary accounts into
one chronicle in an effort to provide a better coverage of the
events.
Fortunately, there were many diary-keepers in the handcart companies and of greater value still is the fact that
historians, pioneer groups and the church have gathered, protected and compiled many of these . Church historians,
Daughters of the Utah Pioneers and families have readily
made available the sources from which much of the
remainder of this article is taken . There is no better explanation of what transpired than the record of those who lived it.
For both companies, the first two hundred miles went well
and eighteen miles per day was averaged until they reached a
point near Grand Island, Nebraska. There were many buffalo
which were sure promise of a plentiful meat supply, but also
a constant danger. Some contend that Indians purposely
stampeded the buffalo through the camp . Fortunately, a grove
of trees protected the carts but the Willie company cattle
were stampeded with the buffalo. In spite of three days of
careful searching, thirty head were never found, leaving the
group with insufficient animals to pull the wagons . Milk cows
were tried but did not have the necessary strength. The end
result was that the handcart people were called upon to add
100 pounds of flour to each cart, which permitted the abandonment of one of the wagons . Although this flour was the
first to be used, the added burden cut into the distance
traveled . The pace now dropped to an average of eight miles
per day.
Furthermore, the buffalo, which appeared as a blessing of
food , proved to have adverse effects. An over-consumption of
fresh roasts brought on dysentery so severe that an additional
three days were lost before the camp moved on, and then
only for seven miles.
Diaries began to record :
" . . . heat, ghastly, unrelenting heat and a stifling alkali dust that has driven our remaining oxen
to stampede, overturning a wagon and destroying
more of our precious food supplies . . . " 7
and then :
" . . . horrible dust storms plague us, It cuts our
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faces, grits away at our axles, blinds us and the animals until we can hardly see a yard in front of us
and we make such little progress . . ." 8
The horrid heat and dust storms were followed by relentless
rains and hail "bigger than marbles and just as hard." More
food was ruined, forcing a reduction in their meager daily
supplies to ½ pound of flour, 2 ounces of rice and 3 ounces
of sugar.
" Storm, thunder, lightning ranged fearfully about
us, tearing our tents, shredding the cart covers,
leaving us unprotected throughout the night in
wet and freezing clothes with the soil so soggy beneath us that we could not sit. Lightning struck amidst one group killing a man and injuring seven
others . .. " 9
Death soon became a common topic among the writers :
" . . . death at every turn . It is unusual now to
leave a campsite but what we leave graves behind .
Those are the fortunate ones. They are at least interred in heaven , though it is a wonder as to how
long the wolves will leave their bodies
unharmed . . ." 10
At first, deaths meant stopping for a funeral, the making
of a coffin and a tearful gathering, but later along the trail
conditions changed. There was no wood for coffins, few
words of comfort and perhaps, what to the bereaved seemed
most inhumane of all, no pause for a burial. Time was becoming such a crucial factor . Some were merely wrapped in a
blanket or sheet, placed alongside the trail and the remaining
family members fell back into their places and moved on with
the group. Others carried the corpses to the end of the day,
dug shallow graves and then cooked the evening meal over
them in an effort to prevent the Indians from locating and
pillaging the graves .
But the diaries told of other things as well , of great acts of
valor, kindness and courage performed by the members. The
story, for instance, of Ole C. Jensen and his wife Annie
Hadvig Jensen , who came upon the prostrate form of a pony
express rider doubled over in agony and pain . Jensen placed
the man on his cart for his wife to look after, and with the
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advice from the rider to " give the horse its head," mounted
and delivered the mail to the next relay station where he was
rebuffed and ridiculed as a "no account damned Mormon ."
He was not even allowed the use of a horse to return the
fourteen miles to his cart. He walked back and then returned
the several miles with the sick man still on his cart. Ten days
later Jen sen was dead, killed when his oxen, maddened from
loco weed and alkali poisoning, knocked him down, mauled
him and pulled the wagon over his body.
There is also the story of huge and gentle Rasmus
Pedersen of Saerslev, Fyn , who seemed to spend most of his
time helping others. While aboard the "Cavour" enroute to
the United States he spent sleepless hours in caring for the
sick from a measles epidemic . He lost his wife and children .
Later, aboard the train to Iowa City, cholera broke out and he
acted as doctor and nurse for thirty days while the train was
sidetracked and quarantined . He dug all the graves and buried
all the dead alone. At a crossing on the Platte, he carried
seventeen aged and crippled women · across the quarter-mile
crossing . After he placed his passenger ashore for the seventeenth time, he slipped back into the water with a cramp . Before anyone could grab his outstretched hand , he disappeared
und~~ the surface and drowned .
And so the companies struggled on westward , their helpful
acts, their valor, courage and faith tested and counteracted
daily by misery, hunger, malnutrition and death and a new
and untested fear just ahead.
Up to this point their greatest fears had centered on range
fires , buffalo stampedes, Indians and wolves . Burned-over
areas created the problem of no feed for the weakening
animals but also reduced the worry of buffalo stampedes .
Indians, although a constant worry, were perhaps over emphasized, but the skulking, ever-present wolf drew the hatred
of all. Numerous stories tell of the Indian being helpful. The
wild, quick-spreading stories of Indian cruelty created fear.
Margrete Dalghish tells :
" For fear of reaction of the Indians, we had been
instructed by our leaders not to kill the buffalo around us since we were in the midst of their hunting territory. However, my father managed someway to convince one of the nearest braves that he
wanted a buffalo. For his successful efforts which
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took a little time, he was given a choice of many
things and happily selected the one of least value
to us, about five cents worth of twist tobacco . . . "11
Niels Christian Christensen tells of a negotiation to the
opposite effect. A young Danish woman had been grabbed
and carried off by a Sioux brave while she was herding a
crippled cow behind the travellers. Her frantic actions and
screams dumped both the brave and the girl to the ground a
short distance from the column . Before the brave regained his
horse, five riflemen from the group had caught up with them .
Holding the girl in front of him, the Indian stalled off
surrender until others of this tribe arrived . The result was a
compromise which surrendered the crippled cow to the
Indians and the girl returned to the hand carts . 12
Now a new, and perhaps the greatest fear haunted the
weary walkers - winter in the Rockies . By September, the
companies limped into Fort Laramie, Wyoming, hungry, short
of suf)plies, ill-prepared to face the falling temperatures.
Leaders told them to make every effort they could to trade
for additional food, warm blankets and buffalo robes. Few
robes were available, but flour - a certain amount - was
obtained at high prices of exchange. One English woman of
the Willie company traded a small chest laden with family
jewels which she said had been in her family for centuries .
For this, six hundred pounds of flour were obtained and
divided equally among the entire company. Her own share
was less than ten pounds .
Snow came first on October 12, earlier than usual and
heavier than normal.· It snowed steadily for two days, during
which they floundered slowly forward through eighteen
inches of snow, many of them with feet swollen, frozen and
full of so much pain that they could hardly be forced onward.
Elizabeth Jackson tells of this period in her diary :
" . . . I woke about midnight, extremely cold . The
weather was so bitter. I listened to hear if my husband breathed. I put my hand to his body and
cried out in horror as my worst fears were confirmed. He was dead . I called for help but none
came. Nothing could be done until morning. I lay
unmoving the remainder of the night, the corpse
on one side of me and my three shivering, hungry
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children on the other.
At daylight some of t he strongest men came to
bury him . Such a burial ! They wrapped him in the
worst of the blankets and laid him in a pile with
thirteen others of the camp who had died . Then
they covered them with a mound of snow and wet
it with water which quickly froze, forming a sheet
of ice to offer a bit of temporary protection . The
ground was too hard to dig a grave . . . . Then we
moved on . . . . " 13
Nearby, Mary Ann Coble wrote :
" It was bitter cold . We left many of our number
there . . . My brother James was well as ever
when we crawled to our beds. In the morning he
was dead . My feet, my brothers' and my sisters'
were badly frozen . There was nothing but snow,
snow everywhere and the bitter Wyoming wind .
We could not drive pegs to set our tents . We were
out of food . We did not know what was to become of us. We did not move for a week and then
one night a man came to our camp and told us
Brigham Young had sent men and teams to help
us."14
Help was to arrive soon but not in time to save them all.
From the report of Daniel W . Jones, a scout for the rescue
party we learn :
" . .. when we located the Martin Company we
found them strung out for miles, trying to move
forward . Old men tugging at loaded carts, often
overloaded with the sick and dying : women pulling sick husbands; children whose parents were
dead struggling alone through the snow. Night
camp had no wood , little shelter, only bitter
cold . . . ." 15
Captain George D . Grant, another of the rescue party
reported :
you can't imagine - between five and six
hundred men , women and children , worn out from
drawing hand carts through mud and snow, fainting by the wayside, dying where they ·fell ; children
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crying from cold , their limbs stiffened, their feet
bleeding, often bare to the frost and snow . . . a
sight too much for the stoutest of us . ... " 16
Ephraim K. Hanks, another relief scout had pushed on
ahead of the main wagons and had managed to shoot a lone
scraggly buffalo bull which he butchered and carried to the
camp on his spare horse. He wrote :
" . . . the sight that met my eyes was enough to
arouse the emotions of the hardest hearts. Starving
haggard looks of poor dejected creatures, some
too weak to even rally ' round me, pleading in their
native tongues, babbling incoherently for food . . . " 17
One mother, Madie Thoresen, clung tightly to the body of
her dead and frozen son , refusing to admit his death . Perhaps
in her demented condition she knew nothing; perhaps she
remembered the story of Ole and Marn Peterson who had left
their daughter along side a trail . . . From Kate Carter's
Trea~ures of Pioneer History we have the story which tells of
the camp being stricken with dysentery. After a fitful night
the Petersen daughter, Anna, lay cold and still. The company
leader approached the bereaved couple and said :
" . .. The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away .
He has called your baby home. We have been delayed too long and must move on. There is no
time to dig a grave. Wrap your child in a blanket
and place her under a bush where she cannot be
seen . We must move on . . . "18
The grief-stricke'n parents did as they were told but all
during the day Marn Petersen kept saying to her husband that
she did not feel the baby was dead . That night after the camp
was bedded down and all were asleep, Marn slipped out and
back down the trail to her baby. Near daybreak, her husband
discovered she was gone and borrowed horses. He and two
others hurried back down the trail. After an hour's ride, they
found the mother running toward them with the beloved
bundle in her arms shouting, "She's alive, my baby's not dead ,
she's alive!!" Indeed she was and continued to be.
Even after the rescue was completed and the weary
migrants were quartered comfortably in homes throughout the
valley, the death toll continued to climb.
Two young sisters who had lost their father and brother on
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the trail witnessed the death of their mother on the hilltop
overlooking the Salt Lake valley. They told their pitiful story
we arrived in Salt Lake at nine o'clock at
night December 11, 1856. Three out of four that
were living were badly frozen. My mother lay
dead beside us in the wagon .. . Early the next
morning, Brigham Young came .. . when he saw
our condition, our frozen feet and our dead
mother, tears rolled down his cheeks .. . the doctors amputated my toes while mother was being
prepared for the grave . . . when our feet were
fixed , they carried my sister and I out to see our
mother for the last time . . ." 19
Each reader must determine in his own mind the worth of
the handcart program . Only two of the companies suffered
the great severity of the elements, the 4th and the 5th, whose
record has been chronicled here. Historians usually rank the
program as one of the great accomplishments of western
settlement. It did not all end with the disasters experienced
by these two companies. In fact, nearly half of the
immigrants to reach Utah by this method came later, with the
last company arriving September 24, 1860.
The face of the west would have been far different today
wi t hout them and their accomplishments . Denmark, although
no more than about one-fourth the size of Utah, contributed
much to the present greatness of the Great Basin area. The
thrifty , honest, god-fearing Danes made great settlers and
community builders . Farming was the choice of many, but
talents in other field s also developed well. Christian Jensen
from the little town of Saeby became a pioneer watchmaker;
Anthon H . Lund, a top church leader and one of the first
presidents. The historical writings of Andrew Jenson of
Hj¢rring are today among the best historical records of the
Mormon church . He served as Church Historian and during
the time of the writing of his five volume History of the LDS
Church, History of the Scandinavian Mission, and the
Encyclopedic History of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latterday Saints, he travelled twice around the world , served
five mi ssions to his native country of Denmark and visited
every settlement of the Church .
Gutzon Borglum , the son of a Danish im m igrant, became
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one of the world's famous sculptors with his Mount Rushmore
National Memorial. Gutzon was born in Bear Lake County,
Idaho, where his father was a pioneer doctor.
Niels Mortensen Skougaard, another early pioneer, was
also a world renowned architect. He designed more Mormon
temples than any other man . His architectural firm is now in
the third generation of the Skougaard family.
One should never begin the naming of the greats. There
are too many in too many fields . Suffice it to say that just as
the Danish Americans of today can point to their ancestors in
Denmark with pride, so too can the Danes be proud of their
product in this country, the Danish-American immigrant.
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Editorial Introduction
By Gerald Rasmussen

Most Danish immigrants to the United States of America
headed for the northern tier of the Middle Western states.
The majority stayed there. The autobiographical pieces that
follow present the accounts of three Danish immigrants to the
Middle West. Each one is personal and subjective. Each of the
writers came from different provinces in Denmark, and from
different environments within those provinces. Readers will
note that the three accounts represent three eras - the
1890's, the 1920's and late 1940's. Curious readers will perhaps
explore whether the differences in chronological time of the
uprooting, as well as the different backgrounds, resulted in
divergent attitudes about the immigrant experience and the
" new land". In addition, readers should be aware that each
essay was written for different reasons and for a specific
audience. This undoubtedly contributes to the varying points
of view .
Editing autobiographical accounts is a precarious undertaking. Editors have an obligation to the authors to preserve
their original flavor, freshness , and spontaniety. They have an
obligation to the readers to provide clarity and unambiguous
prose . Fortunately, we were assisted in this endeavor by the
fact that both Christe.nsen and Jorgensen were willing to
revise their original manuscripts for publication in The Bridge.
Since Dagmar Thomsen is no longer living, the task of editing
her article fell entirely upon us.
Dagmar Thomsen's, nee Knudsen , article was written for
the enlightenment of her own descendents as well as for the
enjoyment which came from sharing and recalling the experien ce of immigrating, as the responsible eldest of nine
brothers and sisters .
Dagmar wrote her recollections many years after the
event, when she was about fifty years old . The editorial work
was based on conversations with her younger sister, Sigrid
Trautman , formerly Larsen ; on our own knowledge of
imm:grant history; and by application of the rather subjective
standards the editors use when revising articles for The
Bridge.
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Dagmar possessed a flair for writing a lively and exciting
memoir. Extensive editing was unnecessary . She did tend to
write long sentences. As a result we changed many commas
to periods and created more sentences. We believe this
improved its readability . In so doing, the original conversational style was neither compromised nor eliminated . Her
tendency to add a phrase after a finished sentence was not
distracting and was therefore preserved in order to maintain
the integrity of her personal style of writing. Very few other
changes were made. Those who possess the original manusc ript will note that in two or three instances the original
writing was significantly changed. This was necessary in order
to clarify the intended statement. The context provided
enough evidence to in sure that the interpretation is correct.
When we first started editing, we were tempted to shorten
the memoir by ending it with the family's arrival in Omaha.
The more we read it, however, the more we became convinced that the insight into, and the experiences of, the early
Omaha years of the Knudsen family were at least as interesting and valuable as the account of the crossing itself.
Dagmar Knudsen is survived by seven children who will be
see in g thi s article in print for the first time. Her son , Ralph
Thomsen, on behalf of the survivin g children, granted
permission to The Bridge to publish her article. She is also
surv ived by two brothers and two sisters who range in age
from 88 to 92. One of the sisters , Sigrid Trautman, formerly
Larsen, nee Knudsen , called our attention to the memoir and
shared a copy of the original with us. She was a one-year-old
baby in arms , and the youngest member of the traveling
party, when Mrs. Knudsen and her brood of nine children
c rossed the Atlantic to join her hu sband in Omaha.
The second article, Andrew Christensen's, was written
spec ifi ca ll y for publication in The Bridge. Christensen
immigrated to the United States in July of 1920. He was then
20 yea rs old and became an immi grant because he was (to
quote from hi s letter to us) " in sp ired by a youthful notion
while on strike in Kolding." He returned to Denmark in 1923
and afte r so me hes itation and vascillation finally dec ided
between Denm ark and the United States in 1925 because
" America was m ade for me."
Chri ste nse n first lived in Chicago for twenty years . Durin g
that time he was very active in the Danish theater. He
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married Ellen Smidt of Granly, Mississippi, in 1938. During the
Second World War they moved to Mississippi where he
worked in a shipyard until an injury forced his retirement
from that vocation. He then became engaged in business until
1964 when he sold his poultry processing plant and retired to
Santa Maria, California, where he now lives. His daughter and
two son-s are all educators - two in California and one in
Texas.
Lis Jorgensen's article was originally written as a University
class assignment and subsequently re-written for The Bridge.
Its original reader was, of course, a college professor whose
complimentary comments led her husband to submit it to The
Bridge with the suggestion that he thought it worthy of
publication. The editors agreed.
Lis Jorgensen is married to an American of Danish
descent, Ivar Jorgensen. They live in Minneapolis and have
three grown children. She was born in Copenhagen and
immigrated to the United States in 1948. She is active in
community work, and included in those activities are some
which relate to her Danish and Danish-American heritage. Lis
Jorgensen attended Normandale Community College and is
presently attending the University of Minnesota.
The simultaneous publication of these three articles provides the reader an opportunity for comparison between the
people and the eras which would otherwise not have been
possible. We feel that the articles grouped together make for
more interesting reading than would have been the case had
each one been published in separate issues.

Gerald Rasmussen is Dean of Instruction at Lane Community College. Eugene.
Oregon and a member of the Executive Board of the Danish American Heritage
Society.
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Sketches From Our Family Life
In The Early Nineties
By Me, Dagmar
The Eldest of the Flock
In the late Fall of 1890, Father went to the United States
to get a job and to make a new home for us all. From
Brooklyn the Reverend Anderson helped to send him on his
way west, since he had been a farmer. At Chicago the
Reverend Nielsen sent him to the Danish School and settlement at Elk Horn, Iowa, where he studied a little English and
hired out on a farm , there to learn more English by practical
experience.
I recall his first letter from there. They had the most
wonderful food, pancakes every day, also lots of meat and
even pie and cake every day. He started by plowing but it
was so hot that he worked in his underwear! On being told
that Father had been a dairyman in Denmark, the farmer
asked him how many cows he could milk in an hour and
Father unhesitatingly said , " 10 or 12". He had never milked a
cow, but it looked easy and he had heard that number somehow. His milking did not pan out as he had expected , so he
went on to Paulsen Dahl's in Omaha. They proved to be very
good friends by helping him get work at the smelter. When he
rented a house at 3211 Franklin Street, they helped furnish it
and got it ready for us to move into. Then he wrote Mother
to come, as soon as possible, for he was very lonely.
Getting the ten of us ready for such an adventure as a trip
to the United States was no small task, as Mother found out,
no doubt. I was to be confirmed two months ahead of the
rest of the class so had to have a long floor length dress. My
confirmation dress was black wool, as was the custom then .
When Mother gave away my school dress, (we each had but
one at a time) alas for me! She forgot to empty the pocket
and so did I!! In a day or so the woman who got the dress for
her daughter came back with , of all things, a pack of
CIGARETS! When I saw them I expected the direst punishment for Mother had no idea we smoked. The way it
happened, Jim and I and four other kids had attended even-
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ing classes at school for a few months. One boy, Marius
Jensen , had lots of pocket money so he bought the cigarets
and all six of us smoked as we walked the long dark road,
(about three miles) to and from school. Before this he had
also bought cigars, which the boys admitted a long time
•afterwards . How did all this go on without anyone getting sick
and . giving the secret away? Probably Mother was too
occupied with more important things to bother with punishing me for smoking and for deceiving her; anyway nothing
was said .
There was plenty to do getting us ready . We had a tailor
come to make suits for the big boys. Up to this time they had
worn knee-pants. These were made half-long which pleased
the boys . The material was homespun wool. Mother had spun
· the yarn and then had a man weave it. Grandma Knudsen , or
Farmor as she was called which means " Father's Mother",
knitted gray suits for the little boys. The younger girls' clothes
I don't remember.
Just a word here about Farmor. She was always knitting .
She knitted all our stockings. How I hated those ugly gray
things! She also knitted Father' s underwear. She was almost
totally blind, but was always telling stories and was one of
the happiest persons I ever knew. We children all loved her.
All of our feather beds and pillows as well as linens, real
homespun beautiful linen , both for beds and tablecloths were
packed in big crates or boxes and sent on to Copenhagen
ahead of us - also trunks with extra clothing. We kept just
enough for immediate needs in our hand luggage.
We had to get passports and tickets and then shortly
before August 6th we left home. We went by train from
Kvaerndrup to Nyborg and then by ferry to Kors¢r and by
train again from there . On the ferry the candy vender went up
and down the deck, crying his wares this way, " Bolcher,
pebermynter, chocolade tendstikker, sigeretter." The youngsters of the family learned and repeated this endlessly . I
imagine that some can still remember the almost-tune he
used .
Arriving in Copenhagen , we were met by Uncle Peter,
Mother's brother, who escorted us to his home three stories
up in a walk-up apartment house. Grandma Nyholm lived
there at the time . She was Mother's mother (Mormor). All told
with the three children , there were six people in that small
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apartment. We could not stay there. Uncle Peter, realizing
this, had rented a room with extra cots so that we could all
be together.
In the middle of the first night, whoever slept with Bob,
woke us with the cry, "Bob is gone". We actually thought of
kidnappers but a thorough search of the room revealed that
he had fallen out of bed without waking up and then rolled
way back under the bed and slept on . This was our first adventure .
What happened during the day has not registered in my
memory, but the last evening we will not easily forget for we
were taken to "TIVOLI", the most famous amusement park in
Europe. The electric lights were dazzling to our country eyes,
being the first we had ever seen . Street lights then were
generally gas. There were ballet dancers, pantomime, and
many rides and games. It was truly wonderful as a closing
episode to our life in Denmark.
On the long awaited August 6th, we went to the dock
escorted by Uncle Peter and family and Mormor to board the
S.S. Norge. At the dock it looked like a tall building and it
took a long gangplank to reach the deck. Grandma, lame as
she was, still insisted on carrying sister Sigrid up that steep
plank. She had often cared for her earlier in the year when
she was at our house, so it was hard for her to part with the
sweet baby . After the visitors had gone ashore and the ship
was about ready to leave, we stood at the rail looking down
at the dock and there with Uncle Peter and Aunt Rikke, was
Father's sister Kristin who had planned to have a farewell visit
with us; but getting there too late she just stood there
weeping and waving at us. She had on the most wonderful
big black 'p icture hat, with a large ostrich plume. I can still
see that hat!
Soon we were underway north through Q)-esund, where we
had a glimpse of Sweden . As we passed into Kattegat, we saw
Elsinor (Helsing¢r) of Hamlet fame, and sailed through
Skagerrak, north into Oslo fjord, where passing between forest
clad mountain shores, we saw the mountain sides dotted with
red-tiled houses. It was very beautiful. At Oslo we were to
take on more pass.engers, so there was time to go ashore,
which I did. I don't know why the boys did not come with
me. I walked up a wide street hewn out of solid rock . The
houses all had more stories on one side than on the other.
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The terrain was mountainous so I did not go far but I trod
Norwegian soil, which was my object. Afraid of being left
behind I hurried back. One lady did not quite make it. As the
ship was turning, we could see her running back and forth on
the dock wringing her hands. Finally some sailors put her into
a boat and rowed her to the ship's side, where she was
hoisted on board . She wore a bright red suit and hat. I
remember seeing her many times on deck in the 17 days that
we were on the ship.
Seventeen days was a long time, even in those days, but
the Norge was a converted cattle steamer, which on account
of the heavy immigration to the United States, had been
changed and put into passenger service. We sailed out past
Christianssand, where a boat met our ship with mail or
something and then we got out into the turbulent North Sea.
As we sailed north of Scotland from the North Sea to the
Atlantic, we saw a rocky coast. I think it was the Orkney
Islands. The Norge no longer looked so enormous as it had by
the dock at Copenhagen . It seemed more like a small rowboat, as it tossed on the waves and that was too much for
Mom . She became violently seasick and scarcely got out of
her bunk until we reached New York.
Speaking of bunks reminds me of our steerage accomodations . Many families were crowded into a very large room,
with rows upon rows of two tiered bunks, with benches along
the sides - no privacy whatever. There were tables and
benches for eating, but not enough for all, so we sat around
on the benches and bunks the best we could . I don't remember a thing that we 'had to eat, only that it was brought in
buckets and ladled into our plates and tin cups. We got bread
too, so we had snacks of bread with butter and honey, which
Mother had brought along. She had also brought a smoked
and salted leg of lamb, something like dried beef. Sigrid was
only a year old and Marna only two - how did they get
along on such food? Mother could keep nothing down, so it
was a miracle that she even lived .
August is supposed to be the best month of the year to
cross the Atlantic, but to me it seemed that we had many
rough days . One day we were even forbidden to go on deck,
as the ship seemed to stand on end between the big waves .
When the propellor was out of the water, it sounded, and felt,
as if the ship would break in two . It never did, of course, but
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it was frightening. There was very little to see even on the
good days. I can't remember how I entertained the kids . I
wish I had kept a diary as had been my intentions. Just sea
and sky, which became very monotonous . When a whale
spouted in the distance, it was an event. A school of flying
fish brightened another day.
I have often wondered what the boys did all those days.
No doubt they could tell if they would . They did fetch the
drinking water, which was kept in open barrels on the deck .
This system must have been left from the time it was a cattle
boat. No other emigrants I have talked to had such primitive
conditions on the ships that they came across in . A water
problem , particularly mine, was washing dishes as well as
clothes . The salt water would not dissolve soap, it just formed
curds and did not clean anything. One tap in the laundry
room did have warm water. However, there seemed no way
for steerage passengers to take baths, so we washed our hands
and faces in a tin basin and let it go at that. We each must
have had a nice coat of dirt on the rest of our bodies. How
we dried the clothes I washed seems a mystery - probably
on the edge of the bunks. Maybe Mother was lu cky . She was
too sick to worry about all this .
The next think that I remember was very exciting. We
heard all around the cry , "Man Overboard". It rang from stem
to stern and very soon everyone able to walk was crowding
the deck . Mother in her bunk heard the cry and sent me
scurrying to round up all of 01,1r gang and bring them to her.
This I luckily was able to do, but it was not easy, as they all
wanted to see what was going on . A sailor had fallen off a
lifeboat where he was painting. Jim had happened to be near
and saw the rescue through a hole where the anchor chain
came through. He saw the ship making a half-circle so as to
get near as possible. Then the man was hoisted aboard
looking like a drowned rat, but no doubt feeling very lucky as
the sea at this point was supposed to be infested with sharks.
Jim had raced to the back of the ship as it turned and saw the
man plainly in the water. Someone had thrown him a life
preserver. Svend, who was five and John_four, also wanted to
see. John remembers th;it Svend pried his head through an
opening in the ship's fail ' with difficulty, turning and tw isting
it to get it through - · when a sailor promptly came and
yanked him away. It' s a wonder that he had any ears left.
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We were nearing our goal. We saw the pilot come aboard
from the pilot boat and he guided us into New York harbor
and crowded it was, to such an extent we could not have
imagined . The sidewheelers looked very odd to us and the
negroes we saw on many of the boats were very interesting.
These were the first that we had seen outside of books. The
Statue of Liberty was an inspiring sight to us, as it has been to
millions of others, coming from crowded Europe to this land
of space and opportunity.
Putting her feet on solid earth got Mother back where she
belonged - at the head of the army, much to my relief. She
took over and organized our group, so that we would stay
together. She carried Sigrid and a small bag. I had Marna and
bag or valise, Jim and Harold had the big suitcases. I can't
recall Catherine's job, probably she looked after the three
little boys, Bob, Svend, and John, whom Mother had
somehow fastened together on a piece of clothesline. I
wonder how, but can't recall the method . Anyhow, we got
through customs and whatever else was necessary to change
us from emigrants to immigrants. Men with canes guided, or
herded, us along from here to there, as we could understand
nothing they said . Mother somehow got an interpreter who
helped her send two telegrams, one to Father in Omaha and
one to cousin Hans in Chicago, who had promised to meet us
there. Hans, however, received no telegram and Father got a
mixture of the two messages. This made him think that we
were stranded in Chicago. It made no sense whatever.
However, both had watched the papers for the arrival date of
the Norge in New York and both figured the time right, so we
were properly met in both places.
Somewhere, upon landing, we saw a woman selling layer
cake - a beautiful !ayer cake and milk with each generous
slice of cake. A good glass of cool fresh milk . How good it
tasted . I think that Mother even enjoyed hers. Soon we were
on a train headed west and what a train it was - hard
wooden seats and not enough of them. Some of us had to sit
in the aisle on suitcases. The first night, before some people
got off, we even had to sleep there . It wasn't much harder
than the wooden seats . Again I wonder, how Moth~r stood all
of this, weak as she was . She loved Father very deeply and we
were on our way to him . That must have been it. We had
bought some bread in New York but soon it was gone. Honey,
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butter and meat are not so good without bread, so we all
became very hungry. The big boys got off at one stop to look
for bread but all they saw that looked like bread was a mince
pie, which they bought. We tried to eat it, but without
success .
At the beginning of the trip we would ask the little folks
where we were going and they would say, "To Father". Soon
they were so hungry that when we would ask, the reply was
" To lunch". We finally arrived in Chicago and there was Hans,
brave bachelor that he was, to take such a big family out to
dinner. He had ordered the dinner at a boarding house and I
am sure we did justice to the nice hot meal. I do not now
remember what was served, but one thing is not forgotten,
there was a queer big bouquet in a tall vase on the table . It
looked like celery, but was so tall and not green . Hans said
that it was celery and people ate it raw with soup, which
seemed peculiar to us. When dinner was over, the landlady
showed us into a sort of parlor, to wait until train time . As I
sat on a fancy spindly chair, it broke leaving me flat onto the
floor . Hans was able to set it up again and I was glad to get
out of there before it was discovered . That was not exactly
honest, was it? While we waited there Mother told Hans all
the news from home and he told us of some of his doings in
the big city and also of the sickness and death of his brother
John, who had come to Chicago that same year, in the spring
of 1891, and had died shortly after. Shortly, he saw us to the
train, no doubt heaving a sigh of relief, but what a blessing
that visit was for us - the rest and relief from train riding,
the good dinner, and familiar face and voice among the
thousands of strangers.
This train was different, planned for people not for
immigrants, with red plush seats and enough of them . It was
wonderful! Of course we bought bread again in Chicago, not
quite enough, but it was not so far to Omaha so we did not
get so hungry again . Along the way, the boys remembered
they had some change in Danish money, which they had not
exchanged for American money in New York, as Mother did .
Figuring that it was no good now, they threw it out the train
window .
We must have seen much beautiful scenery, as we rode
through the country, but all I recall are the oil derricks of
Pennsylvania and the high bridge ·over th,e Mississippi from
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Rock Island to Davenport. The rest is blank.
Father was at the depot, all right, but what a depot. It was
a block long, red , cattle affair, just one story. We were used
to the neat slate roofed stations in Denmark, even in the
villages . Here in a big city to find such a primitive structure
surprised us. Not that we thought too much about it just
then, for we were mobbing Father. Such kissing , laughing and
crying at the same time, you never saw! Eventually we were
on the electric motor car, the Walnut Hill line, bobbing up
Cuming Street until we reached 33rd Street. We walked up
33rd to the alley between Seward and Franklin Street, where
we entered our back yard and our back door. Anna Poulsen
came up with us, but in the morning before going to meet us,
she had set the table and had dinner almost ready, so we
soon sat down to a pork chop dinner with lots of other things
too and WHITE BREAD! What a feast! We had never had so
much white bread . In Denmark we each had one slice on
Sunday. There was layer cake for dessert and Oh how good it
all tasted . After that we were never hungry again - as we
had been on the train .
Two dollars a day, that was not very much , even in those
days, to feed and care for eleven people, but Mother worked
miracles with it and we all kept well fed and healthy.
Sleeping space was at a premium, with only two very small
bedrooms, but there was a folding sofa in the living room and
a trundle bed rolled out from under Father's and Mother's
bed . In the other bedroom was one cot for Jim and Harold
and one for Catherint=;! and me and I think one more bed, but
I am not sure about that. Catherine used to tell how she
would brace her back against the wall , trying to push me out.
When I protested and Mother came to settle it, she scolded
me since I was so much bigger. This was all forgotten by me,
but Catherine told it many times , regretting that she had been
such a brat.
When Father went to the depot to inquire about our boxes
of bedding and trunks of clothing, it was reported lost . in
Chicago. The Rock Island Line had tracers out after them, but
it took quite a while before they came . However, it did arrive
before cold weather - our good warm things from Denmark.
Heat was our worst discomfort at first as Danish summers had
no such temperatures and our clothes were much too warm .
For instance, Marna and Sigrid had crocheted wool dresses .
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Soon it was time for the five older children to start to
school. They went to the old Long School at 26th and
Franklin Street. Mother needed me at home, besides I was
reluctant to start in first grade with all younger children .
Some of the time I worked at housework at $2.00 per week,
when a short time job was available. At school the boys were
ridiculed because of their half long pants of which they had
been so proud . The kids chanted and pointed fingers at them,
" Jens, Jens the half-long pants! " When they could stand it no
longer Mother whacked them off and they were back in knee
pants and glad of it.
Now Father became thirsty for some of Mother's good
homemade ale and he found out that there was a maltery, or
whatever you call it, at 4th and Pierce Street where malt
could be purchased. The big boys borrowed a coaster wagon
from Paulsen's, maybe Dan went along to do the talking.
They walked both ways pulling the wagon that long distance
from way south east of the depot to bring home the malt.
Mother bought hops at the store and set to work brewing. It
turned out well and was bottled , so Father could take it to
work with him and that is probably how a couple of men
from the Internal Revenue came to find out about the
brewery. They said a brewery license was $1,000 per year and
without that we could not operate, so we all went on the
water wagon . We had another try at making beer, this time it
was legal. The ingredients consisted of water flavored with
molasses. Then a starter was added and I do wish I knew
what that was. It looked like half cooked sago and was added
to the lukewarm mixture. Then those sago grains started
bobbing up and down and it multiplied . When fermentation
was complete, sometimes there was too much of the stuff (it
was called manna) to use as a starter, so it was cooked and
served as a cereal. A lot of Danes had it. Sometimes it died,
then they got a new batch from another family . I would sure
like to know what it was , but have never found anyone who
has heard of it.
Earlier in the fall Father decided he had too little time to
read the paper. So we should tell the boy who· came riding
down the alley and threw the paper in our backyard. Father
wrote on a piece of paper, " We will don't have the newspaper
more" . We memorized this and called it out to the boy. It
took many tries before he found out what we were saying.
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After that the paper was known as the "newspapermore".
While we were still living on Franklin Street Mother left a
heavy .bedspread on the line overnight because it was not dry
and it was stolen . It was a very nice one that we had brought
from Denmark and had fringes on all four sides, so Mother
hated losing it, but did not really expect to see it again .
However, after several months Father saw it on a clothesline
in the yard of a negro family who lived on 33rd Street. Father
did not hesitate but went over and proceeded to take it off
the line. The woman saw him and started after him with an
axe, but he outran her and got into our house where she did
not follow . That night two big black men came to demand
their bedspread. As luck would have it, we had English
speaking guests, who translated for Father. They claimed that
they bought it at Hayden' s but were told that spreads at that
time sold by Hayden's had fringes only on two sides. They
then retreated saying that they would be back with the
police. They never did show up again.
The event most remembered that fall was Mother's
birthday on December 2nd . I had planned to give her coffee
in bed , so got up while it was real dark to start the fire and
make coffee, but felt so funny I could hardly walk. Soon I
heard some of the kids moaning and I felt worse, so I looked
in on Mother and she was vomiting and very sick. Then I
noticed the gas smell and got the doors and at least some of
the windows open. Looking at the two little girls, I found
Marna unconscious and blue looking. I grabbed her and ran
outdoors . In my excitement I ran back and forth with her as
fast as I could run 'and she soon responded to the fresh air.
No one saw any of this as it was still dark or the neighbors
would have come to help. Everyone soon rallied from the
fresh air and when Father came home from the smelter we all
talked at once trying to tell him about it. The cause was our
new (to us) baseburner stove, which we had not learned to
operate properly. We had turned the damper for the night
before the blue gasses were burned out. This we never did
again . It was a wonderful stove with its mica windows
showing the cheerful glow of the coals. It had a small oven at
the back where we baked and cooked rice or oatmeal. The
newer nickel trimmed stoves did not have an oven so we
loved it - even if it was not so fancy .
Along toward Christmas Father started for his night's work
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early and Mother went with him to shop downtown . They
bought some little gifts for each of us, also Christmas candles
and tissue paper for trim , an d a goose and a leg of lamb. Oh
but those bundles were heavy as we found out later. Father
helped Mother on a streetcar on 16th Street telling the
conductor to let her off on 33rd . Then he went on to work.
Mother was put off on 33rd all right, but it was 33rd and
Ames Avenue, where there were very few houses - mostly
cornfields . lmmanual Hospital was there, several blocks away.
Father had put her on a Sherman Avenue car instead of a
Walnut Hill streetcar. So there she was with all her bundles,
completely lost, unable to ask where she was . It was really a
dilemma. She did see a man and said , "Danish" when he
talked to her. He went to get a Dane he knew and they put
her back on a streetcar telling the conductor where she
wanted to go and he in turn , told the Walnut Hill conductor
where to put her off. Meanwhile at home we worried as it got
later and later. We were really frantic, for Mother should have
been home before dark and here it was after 9 o'clock . She
finally arrived home, weary but all right. She had yet to walk
with Jim and me back to Cuming Street to a little bakery
where she had left some of the packages. So twice more she
took that walk from Franklin Street to Cuming Street, and
then Cuming to Franklin . This time we carried the bundles.
Next came preparations for Christmas. We made cookies ,
peppernuts, tree decorations, the usual Danish baskets,
cornucopias and Danish flags. We added two American
trimmings; popcorn strings and cranberries strung into long
garlands. Mother had bought some gumdrop dolls with
picture faces . We made candle holders from wire . Then . ..
we had talked to Poulsen 's about our tree. Anna had bought
some cotton to put under their tree to simulate snow. She
gave us some and we flaked it and put it on generously even
adding a sprinkling of salt to make it glisten . Then I put the
gumdrop dolls in the snow. Oh , but it was beautiful. But what
a tinder box it proved to be when it caught fire from the
candles! Father had to work on Christmas Eve so we had our
tree on the 23rd . The next day we told Poulsen's about our
fire so they might decidP. not to use cotton on their tree . But
sin ce they were all grown-ups they could be careful so they
went ahead as planned . Their tree burned just as good as
ours, also like ours it did not set the house on fire. How I was
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teased about salting and smoking, like bacon, those poor little
gumdrop dolls which nobody could eat.
After New Years we stared looking for a larger house. I
think that was about the time that we acquired our first cow.
The coalshed was pretty small for her living quarters. We
soon had customers for some of the milk and Father kept
books of when and how much each paid . He listed them
under his own descriptive names, such as "The high house
man" or the " Typograf" . These are all that I recall. He also
had a rigmarole for the boys to use in asking money for the
milk, " We want a little money, we have to buy some hay, the
feed is dear". He said this in a singsong voice. I wonder if the
boys ever used this particular pitch .
After we moved across the alley to 3212 Seward we had
more room . Still only two bedrooms, but Father and Mother
slept in the big front room . There was a bay window in the
dining room and green shutters on all the windows . At first it
was fun to open and shut them twice daily but it soon came
to be a chore . They did make the house cooler in the summer
and warmer in the winter . There was a front porch all across
the south side and a roofless one at the back. It had a chain
pump in the cistern at one end, which was much easier than
the bu cket we had been using. The washing was still a
problem , so wh_en I saw a neighbor using a washing machine
it gave me ideas. The story was a favorite yarn that Catherine
told to tease me. The next time my hands were really white
and water logged with rubbing clothes on a washboard , I saw
the red wallpaper above the wainscoating in the kitchen and
rubbed my soft wet knuckles on the wall , evened the color
out a bit and then showed Mom how my hands were worn to
the raw flesh . She at once sent Father shopping for a washer
and before the next wash day, he had found one for $2 .00.
Now the . boys could help and my hands no longer looked so
bad . I was only 15, so can be forgiven for my deception, I
hope.
1892 was an eventful year for us . The events may not be
recorded in their proper sequence, nor can I recall all of
them , however those I mention did really happen . Many experiences tended to make us homesick for Denmark, for
instance, not understanding what people said to us. Once a
man came to collect for the paper which Father had started
taking again , so that we could practice reading. In Denmark
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you subscribed for a paper by paying in advance when you
order it. We thought that was what Father had done. We were
really at a loss to understand what this man wanted . He
picked up a paper and showed us some small change, saying
" money". We knew it was money but did not know what he
wanted. It was very humiliating. By the time April 1st came
we were so homesick that we became easy prey for Father' s
excited call to come to the front door, for Mormor, Moster
and Uncle John were getting out of the cab, having come to
surprise us . What a letdown when he shouted, " April Fool".
Father did not even enjoy his own joke when he saw how
di sappointed we all were . In those days we felt sure that we
could never feel at home in this wonderful country . Father
always talked of all of us getting jobs and bringing home the
money we earned, so we could all go back to Denmark like
Poulsens were planning to do, and later did . But they were all
grown up and had paying jobs. We had only $2.00 per day
and what odd jobs any of us might get.
The work at the smelter was hard . The hours were long
and inhuman , eleven hours by day, thirteen by night, and
twenty-four hours ever other month when they changed shifts.
At the start Father made a rule that we have no outstanding
bills. To this end he bought groceries every payday for the
month ahead, except meat, milk and butter. Mother baked
our bread, both white and rye. It must have been hard for
Mom to make a list for the whole month but " What Father
says is always right", as the story goes. Being a dutiful wife,
she stuck to this plan for a long time. Eventually, a grocer on
Hamilton Street came once a week to take orders, which a
boy delivered the next day. When we followed the first plan,
our big once a month order came from Hayden Brothers. I
can just hear Father say that name.
One time we went to the smelter on one of Father's nights
off. It was very interesting except for seeing how hard the
poor " pot-pullers" worked , which was Father's job. They
pulled the two-wheeled ,pots of slag from the furnaces out to
the river bank to dump it. As we looked into one of the
furnaces, with ton s of molten metal glowing and shimmering,
I made a remark that haunted me for years. I said, " Oh, but it
is beautiful , just as if you were looking into hell". It was
brought up on any suitable or unsuitable occasion .
About this time we were introduced to a medical student,
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Anna Olsen, who became a frequent visitor in our home. She
sensed how intensely I wished to learn English, so she loaned
me a book, "A Short History of Natural Science" and that
with father's English-Danish dictionary (which I still have)
became my English teacher. I wish now that there had been a
primer or first reader as well, but there was not so I made out
after a fashion . It was hard for me to remember a word till I
could spell it, which was good . In time I could read fairly
well to myself, but still had no idea of pronounciation . Some
ladies I worked for helped me, so I learned to talk after a
while , at least so it could be understood .
Spring came and what a spring, with no cuckoo or skylark.
Even the familiar blackbird did not whistle as those we were
used to. No snowdrops or daffodils in the garden. No
anemones, no cowslips anywhere. We became more homesick
than ever - that is Mother and Father and I did . The children
who went to school adjusted better. They learned to play
marbles and tops and mumblety-peg, skipping rope and
playing jacks. Children respond so easily to changes.
Spring also meant it was time to plant our precious
potatoes brought from Denmark and guarded so carefully
from freezing during the long winter. The reason for bringing
those spuds was that we had been told that we could get only
the big mealy ones in America . Those we called " qzSde
Amerikanere" (red Americans) . We grew them only for the
pigs and chickens, for which purpose they were boiled and
mashed and mixed with ground grain . We did eat some as
mashed potatoes, these being served as porridge with milk,
not eaten with meat and gravy. We just did not like mealy
potatoes. We also used to make potato flour from those ,
grating them , washing away the coarse pulp, then laying the
fine flour on long tables outdoors on a sunny day. This we
used as one uses cornstarch here.
Now . . . about those Danish potatoes which we planted
with such high hopes of showing America what potatoes
ought to be. We planted them as in Denmark, a whole potato
to a hill and they grew well. The neighbors told us there were
too many stems to a hill , which made no difference, for after
a time those thriving plants started looking weak, the next
day worse and on the third day nothing was left but stems
covered with the ugliest red worms we had ever seen . These
were the larvae of the potato beetle, of which we had never
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heard . By the next year, we had found Paris Green . Well . . .
we had hoped to revolutionize American potato culture, but
now we and America had to get along with the mealy
potatoes . And we like them.
May came along and soon it would be Grandma's
birthday, (Mormor' s) - the 17th. Other things began to
happen. Father went to get Mrs. Smith from across the way .
She was a Swedish midwife and could understand Danish .
Anna Ol sen was also there, whether it ju st happened or by
design , I can't say. Lucky that she was there, for after the
baby was born blue and unconscious and Mrs. Smith had
done all the things she knew about, Anna took over and after
a while got a real cry from the unconscious baby. Then things
really began to happen . I was banished to a bedroom, so only
know what I heard . Mother was very happy and Father
laughed and cried, which was as it should be. Every child
deserves a hearty welcome , at least from its parents. Too
young to realize this I also cried but not for joy as I was
thinking of the extra washing. I told this to Margaret recently
and apologized for not rejoicing . It was nothing but my youth
and ignorance. I am not really inhuman . One of the neighbors
came to see our baby. Since Margaret was the twelfth child ,
the neighbors insisted that Mother name her " Dusine", which
Mother tactfully refused to do. Instead she permitted me to
select a name, to be approved by Father and Mother. My
selection was Elizabeth Margrethe and they agreed . We got
along okay with one more. We now had the help of the
washing machine. Mother could not have managed when I
was working away from home, as I did from time to time. The
$2.00 a week earned was quite a help. Mother wanted a clock
very much, but the $2.00 a day that Father made would cover
only the essentials. Recklessly, I paid $1 .00 down and 25
cents a week until $6.00 was paid and we had a clock. In
fact, in 1959, we still have the clock and it runs fine .
There was another source of income for a while - babysitting, though we didn't call it that. Some people had two
children , a boy and a girl , and they often went dancing. For
25 cents each time, I stayed until 1 or 2 o'clock . Then the
man walked me home, which was about three blocks,
supposedly to guard me. But on the last trip he tried to kiss
me, so I slugged him and ran as fast as I could . That was the
end of that easy money.
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In the meantime, Jim had a job in a bakery on Cuming
Street, where the man who fried the doughnuts spit in the
kettle of fat to see if it was hot enough . Even knowing this
did not keep us from eating and enjoying any leftover goodies
they gave him . Sweets were not too plentiful, so we ate them
without questioning their origin, Jim ate some too. What
about it, Jim? Jim may have been pulling our leg.
In Denmark we usually had 011ebr9id and bacon for breakfast, but Father said that in America nearly everyone had
pancakes. That was okay with all of us, so pancakes it was for
a long time . Mother made them very economically, but added
her own magic touch , so we thought they were wonderful.
Father teased her, saying that she made them of flour and
water and you could toss them over the house without breaking them .
Here is an incident that must be recorded . I was not at
home at the time, so don't know exactly when it happened.
On a cold winter day some folks from the Welfare Department called to see if any help was needed. Someone had
reported the large family, so they came offering help. Luck
was with Mother that day, for she proudly showed them a big
batch of bread, cooling on the table, also a large crock of
beans in the oven . "NO, INDEED, we need no help", she said
and I am afraid she did not add "Thank You". We never felt
that we were poor, at least I did not, while I was at home.
We always had plenty of food and the fact that so many of us
lived so long, shows that the hardships we went through did
no permanent harm to any of us.
Mother started one American custom soon after we came
here. She made a layer cake every Saturday. We each had a
piece on Sunday, just as we had a piece of white bread every
Sunday in Denmark. In May, Mother planted four o'clocks all
across the front of the yard, making a neat low hedge, very
bright and gay in the late afternoons. Father was a wonderful
reader and when in the mood, he read us interesting stories.
He kept short pieces of information on hand and read to any
and all when he had something just right for the occasion.
Whiie we lived at 3212, Van Dusens lived next door east
of us. Charley Van Dusen, later Omaha Chief of Police,
helped Harold take care of the cows. I remember them
drawing water from an open well, with heavy wooden
buckets, often heavier with ice in the winter. Jim did not
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help, as it seems to me, so he must have been at the bakery.
There he met a Finn , whose cl aim to fame was a remark of
his that Jim quoted at home, in reply to the question , " Why
did he not learn English?" " Hvorfor skal man det, man brukar
det saa lite" which translated means, " Why should one do
that, one uses it so little". Sometimes we thought that was
Father's idea too, he never tried very hard to learn English,
while Mother with more limited opportunities really did much
better.
A near tragedy now comes to mind , for it would have
been tragic had we lost a cow at this time . A sewer ditch was
dug from 33rd to 32nd Street on our side of Seward Street and
one day one of the boys came to Mother saying that a cow
was wedged in the ditch . " Is she dead?", Mother asked. " Oh
no, she sits down there looking real mild and pleasant" .
Harold and Jim would know how she was helped out of that
situation, I don't know, but she suffered no special harm .
We were close to a real tragedy about this time. On
Franklin Street between 31st and 32nd Street lived a negro
policeman , Mr. Ewing, and his family. One daughter had been
married but had left her husband and had come home to live.
The husband came, while the family was out and put arsenic
in their coffee supply. He intended to kill his ex-wife and was
not too particular as to who else might be effected. The
daughter for whom it was intended did not drink any, but her
parents and brother did . The parents became very ill and the
boy, Albert, died . There was a gathering of relatives and
friends outside the house, who emitted the most unearthly
howls that we had ever heard, more like natives from the
darkest Africa. " Dear Albert, dear Albert," they kept
screaming alone and in unison. We could see all this as well
as hear it. All the kids were there, but poor Catherine could
not find her shoes for a while and when she did she stood
with her foot on the windowsill saying, " I always get left behind when there is any fun" . This remark of hers, like many
others, was often quoted to embarrass her.
Here is another one on Catherine. She started to attend
sewing classes with some of her schoolmates in "Svenska
Baptist Kirken" on 26th and Seward Street. The girls were
taught simple stitches and songs, such as " Jesus Loves Me",
which Catherine promptly learned to sing and began singing it
at home this way, " I am so glad that teacher slaps me". She
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would not listen when we told her those words could not
possibly be right. She finally learned better and took it mildly
when teased about it, as was always the case in our family.
Such sayings and doings went on and on.
Cousin Marie came to Omaha sometime in 1892, from
Greenwood, Nebraska, where she had worked for a doctor's
family . She wanted to try housework in a big city and
incidentally to have a sort of house with "Morbror Hans". She
was lively and good looking, also a good cook, so she had no
trouble getting jobs. But it seems that she was pretty independent and maybe tempermental, for she quit one job after
another, not liking this or that. She never got fired as she was
such a good worker as well as cook. We enjoyed her stays at
our house between jobs and am sure she helped financially,
as she was very generous and received $6.00 or $7.00 a week
when she worked . I never received more than $4.00. She and
I had a spell of table levitation - something on the order of
a Ouija Board . We became quite obsessed with it, getting
ev( rybody to try it. But it smacked of witchcraft, trying to
forete ll the future, so Mother forbade us to do it. It is a
wonder that she did not smash the table. We had only the
one . Now we got up late at night and in whispers conducted
our secret seances. I have no idea how it worked, but it did
jump once or twice to indicate Yes or No and it would count
correctly any number of things we asked about. We took it
too seriously and it was not a wholesome pastime. Many
years later, when my children were given a Ouija Board, I
made them take it back, as I remembered the time that we
had getting back to normal.
Cousin Marie wore expensive clothes and stylish hats and
she had bangs. That was a luxury I could afford to imitate, so
I asked Mother but she did not want me to. So, of course, I
proceeded to buy a curling iron. One fine day when home
alone, I shut myself in a closet with scissors, mirror and a
lamp to heat the iron and also to see what would happen .
The cutting went fine and the curling too, up to a point,
where I lost my grip on the handles and before I could get it
loose it had burned a diagonal blister across my forehead . It
was very painful as well as ugly, but probably what I deserved
for being so sneaky. Mother did not say much as she thought
the burn was punishment enough . Well it healed and the
curly bangs were my pride and joy. It never entered my head
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at all that I had any good looks until I had a picture taken .
That helped my morale.
In the fall, J. Olsen, who later bought Paulsen's house,
brought us a whole bushel of grapes to make jam . He also
brought butter, eggs and chickens at 25 cents apiece. The
boys went out to the w'oods somewhere and brought home
lots of wild plums so we had plum butter and jelly. It seems
by now that we are in the winter of 1892. Potatoes were in
the cellar . The jam and jelly are also stored there. I can't
recall where Father was W(?rking then - probably still at the
smelter. Jim must have had a job somewhere, but Father
decided we could not afford a Christmas tree. "Look what
happened Jast year! " Mother said nothing but she, Harold and
I somehow got a little money together and she bought
candles and paper for trimming and still had 50 cents left.
Harold and I walked to 30th and Cuming and bought a 9 foot
tree for our 50 cents . We dragged it home, sneaking it in
through the front door, then locking it in the hall. The small
fry must not know for we planned to surprise Father. Somehow on December 24th we set it up in the front room and
Mother trimmed it. It would never do that we should see it
early. After supper (risengr¢d and aebleskiver), Mother
opened the double doors and Father was as pleased as we
were. It did not burn as we were very careful.
Sometime in 1892 I joined a group of young people who
met in the basement of the Danish Church on 22nd Street, to
sing harmony or Glee Club - don' t know what to call it. We
were directed by Marinus Hogsberg and were divided into
bass, tenor, alto and soprano groups . We never did sing in
public but we enjoyed the practice while it lasted and it gave
us lots of pleasure. Mr. Hogsberg's wife became ill and later
died. He took his children to Denmark; so we had no leader
and that was the end of the group. When Mrs . Hogsberg first
became sick, I went to their home to help out, that is, I
cooked , baked , washed , ironed, cleaned up, and took full
care of the six month old baby and two preschool children . I
must tell what that baby had to eat as his formula; not a
thing but oatmeal gruel , strained and sweetened. He was real
healthy and good too. He had to be, for I also tended the sick
woman . This went on for some time, but when I started
taking turns with Mr. Hogsberg sitting up half the night, I
collapsed and went home and an older woman took over. She
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stayed until Mr. Hogsberg was ready to go to Denmark and
then Cousin Marie took care of those children on the way
across the Atlantic. She had planned to go anyway, so that
worked out very well.
When Marie came back she brought Cousin Anna Larsen
with her. Anna also made her home with us, but she stayed
out when she had a job and was there as often as Marie.
Paulsen's must have left for Denmark about this time, for we
were living in their house (now J. Olsen' s) when Marie and
Anna came and before Marie went to work . Father conceived
the idea that she and he could paper the dining room . He
didn't want to ask Olsen to do it, so decided there was
nothing to it and they would do it. He went to his faithful
Hayden Brothers and bought the paper. Mother made the
paste and it was really surprising how well they succeeded,
considering it was the first time for both . When finished the
room was hot as it was a hot windy day. So to get it dry in a
hurry Father opened the doors and windows wide . The result
was lrke explosions all over the room . In a very .short while
there was hardly any paper left on the walls . It was blowing
in shreds all over the house and yard. Maybe Maler (painter)
Jepsen was called in next. That is forgotten . This house was
small, only one bedroom on the main floor . Father and
Mother had that, with a couple of youngsters in trundle beds.
A folding lounge was in the front room for us girls. The boys
had bunks in a walk-in basement. This folding lounge was a
trial for Catherine, for when Marie was there she had to sleep
on the board , where there was no spring. But mostly we got
along quite happily. The rest one forgets, if it is not too bad,
like thi s next incident which I w ill NEVER forget.
It was a nice washday, nice overhead, but muddy yellow
clay . underfoot. I had a big wash on the long lines reaching
from the porch to the barn . We had props under the line, or
the clothes might touch the mud . Only one short line
remained to be filled , when Father came to look for rope to
hand a can of milk into the cistern (our only cooler) . Seeing
the empty line he quickly got out his knife and cut the line to
get the rope, thus letting all the clean clothes fall into the
mud! !! Seeing what he had done made me more angry than I
have ever been before or since. I thought he did it on
purpose, so I turned loose on the poor bewildered man such a
flood of bad words as I never knew were in existence. He just
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stood there, not saying a word, which made me madder still .
What made it so memorable was the fact that we were all
afraid of him and usually took what he handed out. He was
really not as much to blame as I thought, for he had never
put up a clothes line, so did not know the whole line was
connected . As brave as I felt just then , I hope that I made
him pull the machine, for the whole thing had to be washed
and rinsed again, but this I can't remember. Where was
Mother? I wonder, but she was not around till the storm was
over.
We had become accustomed to life in this country, so
living was more routine . We were Americanized to the extent
we learned to sing many of the popular songs of the day.
Though many of the words were meaningless, we warbled the
best we could such songs as, " Tarara Boom de Ay", " On the
Bowery", " Down Went McCinty" , "Two Little Girls in Blue",
" After the Ball" and " Somebody Loves Me" . There may have
been others but these are real old-timers now. Father had quit
the smelter and worked as a hod-carrier on a brewery on
North 16th Street. One day as he was wheeling a barrow of
mortar on a plank several stories up, the barrow swerved and
fell to the earth . As it drew him along he caught the edge of
the plank with his fingers and hung there several minutes
qntil the other men pulled him to safety. As he sat to get
himself calmed down a bit, the boss began to yell to get there
with some more "mud" in a hurry . It was a terrible experience. When that building was finished , he went to work on
the Krug Brewery (now Falstaff), which was almost in South
Omaha. There I had to go one day when he was sick to
collect his pay. I had to stand in line with a lot of rough
looking men, (who were probably very kind) , Hungarians,
Poles, Germans and what have you . I got the money and
nobody bothered me, but I was frightened , mostly afraid that
they might speak to me.
Jim was now working at the Boston Store (Brandeis now),
or maybe this was in 1894, I am not sure. Anyway, his job
was to stand at the door to open it if anyone wanted in or
out. The day the store burned was a bitter cold day, his outer
garments were burned so he came home in the cold with no
wraps, but a handkerchief over his eai s. He wrote the
following poem:
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(To the tune of " The Bowery" )
I went into the Boston Store,
The Bricks were falling all over the floor
My rubbers, my cap, and my overcoat
They all went up in flames and smoke.
In the Boston Store,
In the Boston Store,
I'll never go there any more!
Employees received no compensation for the loss of their
things in those days . They are better protected now. Such
crazy stuff to remember. Many important things are probably
forgotten .
One thing left out so far is Jim's stay at the Olsen farm in
1893. It must have been late summer before school started ,
for he went to the neighbors to help thresh oats. It was a
lonely home for a homesick boy, used to our lively household . Mrs. Olsen was a kindhearted woman , but very deaf and
the Danish dialect she talked was hard for him to understand .
Mr. Olsen was a quiet grumpy man, who mostly talked only
to himself. It must have been tough . I have no idea how long
he stayed there . In February, just before my birthday, this
same Mr. Olsen came to get me to come and help them, as
his wife was very ill. So . .. off I went with him to the same
lonely farm where Jim had been so miserable the year before,
not quite so lonely for now there was a hired man and many
people came to visit Mrs. Olsen during her long sick spell.
Among those visitors were her sister, Mrs . Paul Thomsen, and
who do you think was the driver of the sleigh? None other
than her eldest son who came in swathed in the longest knit
wool muffler I have ever seen . Only his brown eyes showed,
but that was enough' for me! I was real gone! I have not yet
found out, after 65 years , if he knew he was a doomed
bachelor from then on . In the three. weeks before he left for
the farm in Hastings, where he was to work on a farm that his
Father had bought, we did not meet many times and never
alone, so when he asked for my address I felt sure that I
would hear from him very soon .
One incident just came to my mind and it seems
pertinent. I stated that we were never alone during those
three weeks. Well , a day or two before his departure, he and
his Mother came to get two dozen chickens that Mrs. Olsen
had promised, him, so he could have his own eggs and
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homegrown chicken soup. No canned soup in those days. It
looks fishy to me now, but I did not notice then that Mrs.
Olsen should have gone with him to catch those hens, but I
am sure that those two sisters knew that we had not had a
chance to come to an understanding. However, squawking
hens, flying dust and feathers did not furnish quite the proper
setting for romance and nothing happened except to the
hens, they landed in a crate bound for Hastings with my
bachelor farmer, who had promised to write. Alas, for me!
Many months passed and no word came .
I had Marna out there with me some of the time after
Mrs. Olsen was able to be up and around. We went to
" Literary" at the De Bolt school with the hired man, J.P.
Johnsen . This entertainment was very popular in the country
schoolhouses then ; there were recitations, songs, and as a
climax, a debate by the best debaters in the district on
subjects such as " Woman Suffrage" which was then quite a
debatable subject. They also had dialogues, it was all very
friendly and lots of fun . When I came home, Mr. Johnsen still
called on me but I took Marna along, or somebody, so as not
to be alone with him and he soon stopped coming .
After a while Marie and I had a job together, she as cook
and I as second girl. Marie received $7.00 a week and I,
$4.00. That was the most I ever received . Marie did not like it
there and quit after only a week . She wanted me to leave too,
but the folks needed my financial help, so I decided not to
give up my first well paid job. Soon an Irish girl, Annie, took
the place as cook and we worked together quite well .
The summer wore on . I looked for letters that did not
come and finally decided that I would probably never see
Sorensen again . Annie and her brother, Mike, took me to a
medicine show one evening. There was a stage on a hayrack
and benches out in front for the audience. It was a regular
minstrel show with straight men and all. They told lots of
good jokes, then somebody sang and I don't know what all.
Finally, a pitch man got on the stage advertising "Kickapoo
Indian Sagwa", the most wonderful remedy for all ills that
flesh is heir to. I do believe it was good even for chickens
and pigs, or so they claimed . If I could only remember his
pitch and his singsong melody! Then he went through the
audience making more personal appeals. We three got by
without buying, as we had nothing the matter with us, that he
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could promise to cure. It was fun and he sold lots of the stuff
- it was probably at least 95% alcohol.
Mrs. Marsh helped me with my English and I had the use
of their extensive library. I read Tolstoi and Ibsen in English,
having already read many of them in Denmark. She was so
surprised that I could enjoy such heavy reading. It was a bad
year with heat and drought, and very little grazing for the
cows. Feed had to be bought all summer. It must have been
tough at home, but sometime in August, something happened
that made me forget hard times for the time being. A letter
came from the "Hastings man", as Father called him and he
explained why he had not written sooner. When he moved,
he had the book with my address in a pocket and not till all
his baled hay was fed up, did he find the book under the
LAST bale. He wrote regularly after that and we soon became
engaged to be married . By mail is not an ideal way to become engaged, but we were happily planning our future together so our letters were very happy interludes in our everyday living. Due to heat and drought, his crops on 140 acres
almost failed, he raised only 27 bushes of corn from all his
acres, and a little oats and hay . In spite of this, he wanted me
to marry him at Christmas time, when he was coming home
for a visit. I was perfectly willing but was doubtful of what
the folks would say, so did not even mention our plan - just
let it wait until the last minute.
In September I came home, as Mother needed my help. It
was extremely hot and Clara's arrival was imminent. She
arrived on October 5th, a fine healthy girl, who was washed
and dressed by me after the first day. I was allowed to name
her too, Clara Elina - so had practice for my coming career.
Somehow we got through financially but when brother John
turned up with a bad knee, that would not yield to Anna
Olsen's treatment, things looked black indeed. Anna asked
two professors from the medical college to come and look at
it. They decided he must go to the hospital, so Marie and I
took him in a baby buggy (he was eight years old), to the
street car and then took the buggy along and transferred and
finally arrived at the Immanuel Hospital. After long consultations, the doctor's verdict was a tubercular abscess and the
leg would probably have to be amputated. When we heard
that I cried so violently that, to quiet me, they said maybe it
could be saved . It was indeed saved and has served him well
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these many years . Before Christmas, he was home from the
hospital and we were all so ~ appy, for the leg was soon as
good as ever.
On December 24th, I went to meet Sorensen at the depot
and we wandered about town for a while, stopping at the
jewelers to buy each an engagement ring, as I thought that
was the Danish custom . Plain gold bands they were, really
wedding rings . Then he took me home. He went on to Benson
to be met by his brother. He came back for Christmas dinner
and was introduced to my folks. Then I went home with him
to his family, where we spent the week visiting his relatives
and getting up our courage to ask Dad and Mom to let us get
married . Finally on December 31st we came back to 4010
Parker and somehow got their consent. I'll never know how .
Now there was the license to get. I was not yet 18, so had to
have parental consent, which took time, so it was January 1st
before Sorensen finally went with J. Olsen to get the license.
The office was closed, so he went back home and had his
parents bring him the next day. They got the license, also the
minister, while Mother and I prepared dinner. Such a
commotion . Not at all romantic .
After the ceremony and dinner, we got my trunk sent off
and at 4:00 o'clock we started to say " Goodbye" and then we
left for faraway Hastings. It was an unusual wedding, but we
did not care. We did not consider Father and Mother's
feelings, which were very mixed, I am sure.
From then on it is another story - I wish some of you
then at home, would carry on . . . .
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Immigrating To America
By Andrew Christensen
To get the proper backdrop for this article, let me quote a
few statements from the introduction of an outstanding book
on immigration to America, sponsored by the Rebild Society
and written by Kristian Hvidt, the Chi'ef Librarian of the
Danish Parlimentary Library :
"In the course of the fifty years preceeding the outbreak
of World War I in 1914, well over 300,000 Danes left their
homeland to become immigrants; ninety percent of them
settled in the U.S.A . The illuminating facts stated in human
terms show that our grand and great-grandparents saw every
tenth one of their countrymen leave their land - usually for
good."
I was born in Denmark in 1899 and raised on a family
farm . There is much to be said in favor of being raised on a
family farm ; it was a family and not a profit-oriented enterprise. There was just no money, but poverty was also
unknown . I was eleven years old before I. had a piece of
ready-made clothing, and in that year, I also had my first pair
of leather shoes.
I mention these circumstances surrounding my bringing-up
because 1. do not feel there was much difference in the bringing-up I had in Denmark and the bringing-up an American
boy had on a family farm in the middle west from 1900 until
1915. There was b'ut little formal schooling, but it produced
healthy minds and strong bodies.
At age fourteen, however, a big difference made its
appearance : A Danish farm youth was supposed to leave his
home at that age and choose his career. My oldest brother
went to sea, and I was apprenticed out to learn the grocery
business . For three years, I worked from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. in
the store and delivered groceries to customers. From eight to
ten in the evening, I went to school and attended a three-year
commercial course . On Saturdays we kept the store open
until eleven p.m. I received room and board but no salary.
Later on as an experienced clerk, I was put on a small salary.
My teenage years were full of hard work and no compensation . It was the same, however, for everybody else of my age.
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There were too many people and too few jobs, and it was
that way all over Europe. The population explosion that took
place in Europe from 1860 to the outbreak of World War I
was the real reason for the mass movement of people across
the Atlantic . It reached its zenith in the first ten years of the
twentieth century, when a million immigrants set foot on
American soil each year.
The magnitude of this chapter, this event in the history of
man, has not so far received the exposure in history and
literature that it shou Id have and hopefully will get. It is a
positive event - full of drama, courage, tenacity, and willingness to shoulder one's brother's burdens in man's
striving for a fuller and nobler life. The negative events on
man's road to a better world, like World War I and 11, are
getting our primary attention at present.
I shall now ask you to go with me and retrace my
experiences of my immigration to America .
We regress the time period to June, 1920, and we move to
a city in Denmark having a population of 16,000.
A co-worker and I are on strike duty picketing our place of
employment.
The health of our young minds was displayed here : we
were discussing who would pay for the loss of production
occasioned by the strike. Our thoughts drifted towards the
land of the free, symbolized by the Statue of Liberty. Neither
of us knew much about America, except that it had a
President instead of a King and that gold had been found in
California.
Freedom was the idea which enticed me; and being of a
very impulsive nature, I hopped on my bicycle the next day
and pedalled my way to a nearby town where I knew an
American Embassy was located. I had to find out if I could
emigrate right away; and if so, how to go about it.
I found it was possible. I had to produce a sponsoring
family that would receive me, and I had to state I was a
farmer. Both demands I could meet; so, bicycling back, I took
inventory of what I wanted to take along and when I wanted
to leave. My intention at that time was to come back to
Denmark after a two-year stay.
The following weekend, I bicycled home to my folks and
informed them about my plans. I also had to find out if my
dad could lend me the money for the ticket plus a hundred
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dollars to get started on. Assured of this, I went to get my
passport and a ticket on the Red Star Line out of
Southampton by way of London .
My next move was to prepare myself to cope with my
complete ignorance of the English language. I found an
English tutor who used the Berlitz method of instruction . I
contracted for three hours of instruction per week, an hour
every other day. I also purchased a book, "Fifty Hours of
English". It was divided into such chapters as "What You
Need to Know Traveling on Trains", staying at a hotel,
seeking employment and so forth.
I quit my job a week before I had to leave, so that I could
spend the last week with my parents. A brother and two
sisters arranged to come home two days before I left and to
go to the boat to see me off. My mother sewed a money belt
for me. It fit snugly around my body inside my underwear,
and it had a pocket in it for the $100 I had along.
Time passed quickly. Soon I was standing on the boat. I
saw the landing plank being pulled up, the tying ropes thrown
aboard, the propeller started churning and, imperceptibly, the
distance between the wharf and the boat widened . The bow
was turned toward the ocean. Everybody ran toward the stern
to hold in focus the wharf and the people there waving to us.
On the port side I saw the island and the town where my
oldest brother went to navigation school and received his
master's license. It suddenly dawned on me that I did not
have any skill or profession that I could depend upon for a
living in an English-speaking country. Well, it wasn't serious. I
just might have to start from the bottom again.
When the pilot left the boat, the water was very turbulent,
and I sta ·ted to get seasick. The voyage to England was a
horrible experience. For 28 hours I was so seasick I wouldn't
have cared if they had thrown me overboard. Fortunately
even the worst of days come to an end . When we tied up at a
wharf on the Thames estuary, I hurried ashore and made for a
pub or saloon a few feet away. I ordered a bottle of beer and
drank it rather fast. It took the bartender, however, some time
to make up his mind how much of my Danish money he had
to have. All of a sudden, looking at the money, I thought of
my hundred dollars in my money belt. I had folded my belt
with the money in it and put it under my pillow in my bunk
bed. Down to the boat and my cabin, as fast as possible,
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flashed through my mind. I turned towards the door, but lo
and behold, I couldn't walk a straight line. My empty
stomach and the five percent English beer - Danish beer is
only three and a half percent - were having their effect. I
was for all practical purposes drunk. I made it through the
door, however, and out into the open and down to the boat
and my cabin, where my money belt with the hundred dollars
in it was resting peacefully under my pillow. The cliche'
"Thank God" was never uttered more earnestly than just then .
An agent from the Red Star Line found me and drove me
to a hotel where I was fed and lodged till the next day, when
I was put on a train for Southampton. The trip across the
Atlantic took eight days and was uneventful. Two young
Americans from Ohio, who had been on a trip to the Holy
Land, a Polish Jew, and I occupied our cabin .
The second day out, I had a spell of seasickness. While
walking around the length of the ship, I looked through the
window of the first class dining room . The waiters were busy
setting the tables, which were adorned with flowers and glass
dishes, bulging with all kinds of fruits - oranges, apples and
grapes. My mouth was watering at the thought of eating an
orange, as they were not available third class. I took one
good look at my clothing and decided that no one could tell
me from a first class passenger. I then made my way upstairs
through the second class dining room and up another flight of
stairs to the promenade deck, where the first class dining
room was located. Right inside the French doors, I stopped . A
waiter came, and bowing meekly asked me something. With
the commanding voice of an army general, I said, "Four
oranges, please." I gave myself away when he brought back
on a silver platter four oranges. I said, "How much?" "Oh, no
charge," he said. I grabbed the oranges and tipped him a
Danish crown .
On Ellis Island everything moved automatically, and at the
railroad station, I was put on a train full of immigrants
heading west. I got off in Chicago. I had the address of a
Danish boarding house on 3935 Michigan Avenue. I knew I
was destined for Viborg, South Dakota; but I just wasn't going
on any farm, come what might. I was armored with a map of
Chicago, and I had a hundred dollars in my money belt.
The immigration officials stopped me as I was getting off
the train . They tried to tell me I was going to Viborg, South
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Dakota. I showed them the address of the Danish boarding
house on Michigan Avenue . They called in a couple more
immigration officials. They had a conference but finally with
the admonition 'always ask a policeman' let me go.
I carried my two suitcases into the station where I found a
baggage checking place. I checked my two suitcases and
marched out in search of Michigan Avenue . In my notebook I
put down the name of the station and the name of the street
it was located on , and then I walked in the direction where I
figured according to my map I would run into Michigan
Avenue . To my great encouragement, I did just that.
The first Chicagoan who spoke to me was an ill-clad
character who sidled up to me when I was looking into a
restaurant window. Cupping his hands in front of me, he said,
" Got a dime, buddy?"
I started walking and walking looking for 3935 . I had no
idea about the size of Chicago. I noticed , however, that the
number of the buildings kept on getting smaller and smaller.
There were no stop lights in those days. On intersections, a
policeman directed the traffic . I remembered the admonition
given me by the immigration official; therefore , I walked out
to the policeman and showed him the address of the Danish
boarding house. He tried to tell me something; and, when he
found that to be hopeless, he put his hands on my shoulders,
turned me around, and pushed me in the direction from
which I had come . Walking in the new direction for an hour
and keeping an eye on the house numbers, I became aware of
the distance I would have to walk to get to 3935 Michigan
Avenue. I also gained some sense of the size of Chicago.
It was close to noon in the month of August, and it was
hot. I had my winter overcoat over my arm . I passed a
restaurant and decided to get a bite to eat. I had two fried
eggs, about the only item on the menu I understood . While
eating I decided to take a cab. Taxi is an international word ,
and there were many of them on Michigan Avenue.
Arriving at 3935, I cracked a slight smile of victory, paid
the driver and walked into a two-story frame house. I had
expected something like a friendly, if not enthusiastic,
welcome. I addressed the first one I met, saying I had just
arrived from Denmark and would like to find out if I could
get a room and board here. His tart answer was, "I ' ll fetch the
housekeeper." My disappointment deepened as I tried to
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engage a couple of other boarders in conversation . No
success! When the housekeeper arrived, she took me to a
room upstairs and informed me when the meals were served
(breakfast, lunch, and dinner) and the cost per week . I paid
for the first week and decided to go back to the railroad
station for my suitcases.
My map of the city was invaluable. I took a streetcar,
found the station, got my suitcases and boarded a streetcar
back to the boarding house again .
I· was busy that evening unpacking and trying to line up
some strategy to find help in getting employment. The next
day was Sunday. My disappointment with the people I met
continued. They all appeared to cold-shoulder me; and when
they spoke together, they spoke English, which I didn't
understand. Here I committed another blunder: I became
angry. " A mind torn with passion can't think" said John
Dewey. Danish home? What a misnomer! Well, to hell with
them , I thought. I'll take care of myself. I don't need them.
Towards evening, though, I met a young man who was
born in Denmark not far from my home. He enlightened me
on the reason why the attitude of the other boarders had
baffled me so. He said, " They are first or second generation
Americans. They understand some Danish , but only what they
have learned from their parents at home. English is their
native language. You are a foreigner; they are at home."
What a lot I had to learn, but I welcomed every opportunity I had to learn more. My friend further advised me to
go to the U .S. free employment office downtown the first
thing Monday morning. The streetcar that had taken me down
to the railroad station I could also use to go to the employment office.
My optimism shot up quite a few degrees, and I eagerly
looked forward to the fortune that awaited me the next day .
Monday morning early, I was on the streetcar. I found the
U.S . employment agency. A pretty girl at the information desk
tried to help me fill in some needed information, but with a
sympathetic smile, she shook her head . I couldn't understand
her, and I couldn't give her the needed information.
I took a good look down the big hall. It was divided into
enclosures, and on a blackboard on the outside it stated what
kind of jobs were handled on the inside. I walked into the
enclosure where it said 'kitchen, hotel '. I knew what that
meant.
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Two young boys, clad in working clothes (overalls, I
believe), were sitting on the bench . I made quite a contrast in
my blue serge suit, white shirt and silk necktie. In a few
minutes, a well-groomed gentleman entered. Looking at the
three of us, he addressed me. I said "Yes, Sir". He said some
more, and I said, "Yes, Sir". Now he really commenced
talking. I decided to come clean and said, "I am sorry, I don't
understand English". He laughed out loud, slapped me on my
shoulder and said, "I'll take this fellow." He then took me
over to the desk and had something filled out. Every so often
he would look at me and say, "Swedish girl." I went with him
to a large lunch room, where he introduced me to a statelylooking Swedish red head. She was from the northern part of
Sweden, and we could no more understand one another than
if she had spoken German or Italian. I felt, however, I could
learn anything she wanted to teach me.
I was to be a bus boy. I would get $20 per week working
six days from 8 to 5, and I would get my meals. I had that job
six months. I had found an evening ,school right away only
two blocks from the Danish home, where they had English
instruction free for foreigners . I enjoyed that class. We
learned not only English but also the structure of our government, the Declaration of Independence, Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address and something of American literature. I was quite
conversant in English after six month's time.
In six month's time, I was transformed from a Dane to a
Danish-American . I have remained that way ever since. I am
thoroughly convinced of the health and viability of the immigrant culture. An immigrant is a person who has a divided
love of the cultures of two nations. I hope and believe that
those qualities will proliferate in the future all over the world .
When I was in Denmark two years ago, I talked to a friend
of mine. He confided in me and said, "We are not Danes in
the old sense of the word; we are Danish-Europeans." There
you have it, the pattern of the future. The ultimate mission of
our beloved U .S.A ., of our Declaration of Independence, that
great human document, must be to change the conflict of
nations into a symphony of nationalities; nothing less is
worthy of America .
In Chicago, an active cultural life was available to me. We
had three Lutheran churches, a great theatrical organization
headed by a great actor and instructor who had had his own
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troupe in Denmark . We put on a play and a revue each year.
We always played for the benefit of some organization : the
Danish old people's home, the two singing societies and the
Danish aid and relief society.
With very successful plays, we would be asked to repeat a
performance, which , one year, we did three places in
Chi cago, and then on invitation traveled to Racine,
Wi sconsin , and played to a full house.
We also had a soccer ball team , a gym team, and a folk
dance team .
In our young people's society, we had many questions up
for debate and clarification , one of which I remember so
well : When does an immigrant become an American? Many
enlightening and incisive and interesting answers came forth .
The concensus of the meeting was, however, unanimous : not
until one can say 'land where my father died' is he an
American .
I shall conclude this article with a poem which expresses
the hopes and aspirations for U.S.A . by this Danish-American :
The Foundation of our Nation -

a Dream.

In the clearing by the seashore
Man was pondering his dream :
In this new found land
With its limitless expansion
Stretching out beyond the ken of man .
Who shall sow and
Who shall reap the harvest?
Who shall follow and
Who shal I lead the people?
Not just the red man or the white man
Or the yellow or the black man .
But the man whose only craving$
Is to function in creation
So that each may come to full fruition
As the Master builder long ago ordained :
Little flower as precious as mighty tree.
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Thirty Years Of Emigrating
By Lis Jorgensen
Contemporary emigration is both like and unlike the
earlier emigration of Scandinavia.
The emigrants came to North America in the nineteenth
century largely because of overpopulation in their own
countries creating famine or purely for economic reasons . In
North America they could obtain free or cheap land and thus
make a better living for their families. According to early
accounts, however, they often suffered even greater hardships
here than at home. One question that seemed to bother the
Danish settlers was whether they had done the right thing in
leaving the old country. They wondered if in their struggle for
life's meager necessities they would make life easier and
better for their children and the subsequent generations .
Although the conditions had changed for the emigrants
seventy-five to a hundred years later and the earlier reasons
for leaving were no longer there, they still experienced many
of the same feelings of frustration, lonesomeness, joy, awe,
and anxiety as the earlier emigrants had . The writer of this
account, at least, went through some, or all , of these feelings
at one time or another during the early part of acculturation .
I grew up in a suburb of Copenhagen, Denmark, where I
had a happy and ordinary childhood. There were none of the
reasons that the former emigrants had had for leaving Denmark . In fact, I did not have any intention of emigrating only a strong desire to travel , to learn how other people lived,
and to see other places. This desire had been nurtured several
ways , in school, from books, and from other people's
accounts. A good friend of the family had studied in the
United States in his younger days and had described the experience vividly. I must have voiced my wish more than once
to see the United States, for upon graduating from the Danish
" Gymnasium", I was described in the yearbook as the person
most likely to go to the United States . During and after the
second World War, my father also talked almost longingly of
America, but he felt he was too advanced in years to risk
emigration especially since he had a family to support.
As World War II had closed many borders in Europe and
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many countries were in ruins in the late 1940s, the United
States again stood out as the promised land. Relatives from
America visiting Denmark renewed my wanderlust and
strongly urged me to visit their country . I did not need much
urging but thought it best to be independent of other people.
I therefore applied for an emigrant's visa which would permit
me to work if I wanted to stay more than a year. Like so
many other single emigrants before me, I set a certain time
that I would stay - one year.
The quota for immigration into the United States was
filled rapidly in Denmark in the years just following World
War 11 and the thorough screening by the State Department
made the procedure extra slow_
. It took two years to obtain
the necessary visa . Obviously there was plenty of time for me
to change my mind . In the meantime, my parents tried to
persuade me to stay home. The often fabricated stories sent
home by the first emigrants about conditions in their new
country had created some skepticism in the old country that
was difficult to get rid of even much later. Even with the
modern news media, the claims that everything American was
bigger and better still caused some doubt. In fact, on a later
trip, upon seeing a porcupine that was much larger than any I
had seen before, I exclaimed that I wanted to remember to
mention that in my next letter home, but it was suggested to
me that perhaps that was not a good idea.
When the visa finally had been obtained I was determined
to go; but as the day of departure drew closer, only pride,
and the fact that the small fortune , which had been invested
in a ticket would not be refunded at that late date, made me
stay by my decision . I must confess that the lump in my
throat that had been growing steadily with the preparations
for the trip now almost threatened to choke me.
The ship, a small ocea~ liner that was part freighter and
part passenger ship equipped to carry about ninety
passengers, was not like the earlier emigration ships. This one
had luxurious accomodations by comparison . The posted
schedule for the day and the menu indicated an extravagant
way of life not too common for the average Dane in ; hose
days. The crossing took twelve days, but even though it was a
shorter time than the crossings of the first emigrants, the
Atlantic Ocean was as stormy as always. Much of the lavish
food went untouched .
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Most Scandinavians learned English, among other languages, in school and were usually anxious to try out this skill
when the opportunity arose; but instead of mingling with
the Americans on board, I spent most of my time with other
young Danes, avoiding the unknown as long as possible. The
feeling of emptiness inside me was as strong as it must have
been for many earlier emigrants. Perhaps it was easier to
return to Denmark in the twentieth century, but the money
for the trip still had to be earned first. The post-war economy
of Denmark necessitated government regulations allowing
people to take only fifty dollars out of the country. Also, the
unwillingness on the part of the average emigrant to admit to
failure, defeat, or disappointment made it too embarrassing to
return. Some did return later, however.
When the ship approached the United States, the
excitement grew. With that, the anxiety also mounted, for the
docking authorities were strict in scrutinizing the visas and
other necessary documents. When these papers were not in
order, the first destination after docking in Hoboken, New
Jersey, would be Ellis Island . Neither, according to reports,
gave a newcomer a very good impression of the country. I did
not see Ellis Island but was met by an aunt and uncle from
New York City whom I hardly knew . In spite of that, they
showed me a warmth and friendliness that was much
appreciated during my brief stay with them . How different it
must have been with no one there to greet you!
New York City was impressive, but the flood of American
movies and newsreels somehow had acquainted the
newcomer with many of the sights. However, it was striking
to see whole towns within the city consisting of one ethnic
group or another with their shops of specialties common to
their culture and traditions, such as Chinatown and Harlem .
The same awe that the earlier emigrants experienced over the
abundance of wares in the stores in general also struck me,
especially so shortly after a major war. And remembering the
shortness of goods in Denmark during the past years, I soon
took this plenty as part of the American life. The wastefulness
as a result of this abundance probably was a part of the
American life that the resourceful and frugal Scandinavian
immigrants did not in particular want to adopt. Thinking that
I could easily come back to explore New York another time, I
was anxious to continue my journey.
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Before leaving Denmark, I had determined upon Lincoln,
Nebraska as my destination . I had been told about the
beautiful train trip along the Hudson River. Riding along, with
the river on the one side and the majestic mountains on the
other side as the sun was setting, made me forget the uneasy
feeling I had had when I again said good-bye to the relatives
in New York who were my last link with Denmark. Instead, I
rejoiced in the scenery that unfolded itself before my eyes.
Until a newcomer makes a trip like this, the vastness of the
country cannot really be comprehended . Now I finally
realized that I probably would not be going back and forth
between the Midwest and the East Coast very often. In spite
of the beautiful scenery, the uprooting was felt as strongly as
ever and everything that was familiar moved further and
further away. Seeing a Scandinavian name on a place of
business here and there as the train moved west created a
warm feeling and lifted my spirits momentarily.
My language, while not perfect, certainly was not the
obstacle it had been for the first immigrants. It was comforting to find out that Americans did not mock mispronunciations or faulty grammar, but rather encouraged the newcomer
to keep on learning more of the language. Someone suggested
that I read comic books to pick up everyday expressions. An
amusing and childish idea I thought, until I found out it
worked. However, the self-consciousness created in communicating in a second language never really disappeared .
The necessity for speaking English was, of course, greater for
the single immigrant in order to get along. If one didn't speak
or learn English, the loneliness was even more overwhelming.
In that sense, it probably served to speed up the assimilation
process.
It had been arranged for me to stay with a Danish-American family in Lincoln, Nebraska, in return for housework and
babysitting. The family had lived in the same suburb that I
came from and had only recently settled in this country. It
was therefore necessary for both parents to have a job. The
family was careful to introduce me as a friend from Denmark
and I learned that a maid was looked down upon in this
country. This seemed a contradiction in a land where the
newcomer had been led to believe that everyone was equal
and titles were not used .
During the first several months in particular there were
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many adjustments to be made and many new things to get
used to. Maybe some things mentioned here were rather
minor, but they were, after all , part of the whole procedure of
the cultural change . I also suspect that the lonesomeness
caused a person to take note of the little things and to be
highly critical , for I had as yet no intention of living here
always. As I saw peculiarities in the way of living here, so did
others see peculiarities about me.
Among the changes to be dealt with right away was the
usage of a different measuring system. It was cumbersome to
change from the metric system to the one used in the United
States . My frustration mounted when I saw the two systems
interchanged, so I finally discarded the metric system and
adopted the one used generally in the United States. The
image that this country was very contemporary and progressive apparently was not a reality.
A farm family whom I visited owned the latest model car
but they did not have electricity or running water in the
house. It also became obvious to me as time went by that a
car was the most prized possession of the average American
and an integral part of American culture . I found out that it
was not customary to walk for the sake of walking to arrive at
one's destination , much unlike the early immigrant who had
had to cover an immense territory on foot to settle the
Midwest.
I felt stared at when I rode a bicycle to the local grocery
store for supplies . At that time in America a bicycle was
considered a toy rather than a means of transportation , while
it was the most common transportation in Denmark.
One of the peculiarities about me was expressed by the
children in an American family where I was invited for
dinner. They commented on my way of holding the knife and
fork when we ate and told me that was bad manners. Many
years later when our family visited Denmark, my own children
wondered why I had not taught them to eat in the European
manner, for they thought it was much easier to eat that way.
Not everything was viewed with negativi sm, though to
describe it, it must seem so.
The climate that first autumn spent in Nebraska certainly
was different from the rainy and stormy ones experienced in
Denmark. It was a delight to walk in a warm breeze on a
sunny day in the month of December. Little did I know then
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of the severity of the winters and the blizzards encountered
later. Most northern Europeans have not experienced the wide
range in temperature from season to season, so they are not
prepared for it. I enjoyed the winters from the beginning, but
the high temperatures in the summer were difficult to cope
with for many years . Evenually, also this changed and another
part of acclimatization had taken place.
The dream of traveling and experiencing this country soon
turned to the drudgery of making a living and getting along.
This was like the experience of the earlier immigrants. There
was time to think about what had been left on the other side
of the ocean besides one's dear ones. For one thing, I realized
that I had previously taken the ocean that I lived so close to
for granted. Like most Danes, I had learned to love it and to
respect it and I had not for a moment imagined that I would
miss it as much as I did . Later, after moving to Minnesota,
Lake Superior became a favorite substitute for the ocean . I
also missed the long summer evenings of Scandinavia.
Darkness fell much earlier here in the summer. Amusingly
enough, when I visited Denmark years later the bright
summer nights made sleep difficult. They were too short.
A turning point in the receptiveness of the differences in
life styles between Denmark and America occurred for me
when I met a group of young people with a similar cultural
background as mine. They were mostly second generation
Danes that were attending the University of Nebraska in
Lincoln . Among them was the young man who later became
my husband . A professor at the University of Nebraska and
his wife, both from Danish immigrant families, graciously
opened their home to these young people, many of whom
also were alumni of Grand View College in Des Moines, Iowa.
At that time Grand View College was owned and operated by
the Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church. The American
people in general accepted Scandinavians very well , so I had
felt welcome among the people in Nebraska and received
much help in feeling at home. However, I wonder if this
group of Danish-Americans that used to gather there ever
knew the important role they played at least for one
immigrant's well-being as well as the actual acculturation . For
from then on, I was not so anxious to go home when the
year was up.
I now learned of a whole different way of life in America .
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For now I was given the opportunity to see remnants of a few
of the early Danish settlements when various of these young
people invited me to go with them home for the weekend .
Before, I had not been aware of whole settlements of various
ethnic backgrounds out in the country similar to the areas I
had seen in New York City. In many of the communities
carrying Danish names the Danish language was heard as
often as American . Little by little, I became acquainted with
the Danish-American culture . Often on these visits there
would be folk-dancing and almost always singing. These
activities usually centered around church . It seemed that I
found more people with beautiful voices and a knowledge of
music than I had been accustomed to in my homeland . The
sophistication of Copenhagen where I grew up had by that
time done away with this form of gathering. The songs from a
well known collection called World of Song often were used .
Many of the songs described the life of the early settlers, the
farmer's love for the soil , and the joy of nature as such . Some
also told of the harshness of the life of the pioneer. Over the
years as I became part of that culture by joining the church
and various societies, I began to learn about the early
immigrants from whom this culture evolved and how
important it was to the generations following them . In learning about the history of earlier emigrants, my acculturation
went faster and I came to understand myself better.
Although many of the first Danish immigrants were assimilated into their new country, often through intermarriage
with people of other immigrant backgrounds, many of the
later generations found their mates while attending learning
institutions of their own cultural background . Thus, they were
able to carry on some of the traditions brought here by their
forefathers and to perpetuate the culture unique to each
group. The same was the case among my new found friends .
Upon completion of their college education they married and
in many instances settled where there was access to the
Danish church or a group of people of similar ancestry.
In spite of a whole new enjoyable world that had opened
up for me giving me new values to treasure, I was not yet
convinced that I wanted to live here the rest of my life. However, when I became engaged to be married I made a trip
back to Denmark. I found that I had glorified that country
out of proportion during the period of uprooting and I
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realized that I had already started my transplanting in this
country . After that, I slowly began to accept new traditions .
I tried hard to be as American as possible and not to stand
out as a foreigner. While doing so, many former customs were
put aside. Fortunately, both my husband and our DanishAmerican friends were interested in upholding these
traditions , so I quickly revived what had been put aside,
happy not to feel conspicuous or out of place. It made the
tran sition from one country to the other a much more enjoyable experience. Furthermore, the next generation grew up
with traditions from both countries giving it the opportunity
to take the best of two cultures .
Although it was said that Danes assimilate into another
culture and environment with ease, it was possibly because
they al so felt strong obligations toward the country that had
adopted them . At any rate, the time had come for me to
make the decision to become a citizen of this country becau se I was married to an American and eventually expected
to have children born here. It was not as easy as that, however. I struggled with the issue at great length weighing the
pros and cons even as I took out first papers - papers of
intent. Still feeling very uneasy about it when I applied for
the actual citizenship, the lump in my throat returned . The
problem was solved, however, by my mother-in-law, who
sen sed my dilemma of being torn between two countries. It
was a dilemma she did not have to go through but one she
had seen before. She said, " Look at it this way : you are lucky;
now you will have two countries to love ." It was a short and
simple statement with a lasting impact. Now I felt free to take
an active part in the country in which I lived and at the same
time to carry on traditions dear to me from Denmark.
The uprooting went on for a long time and so did the acculturation . When my family and I visited Denmark many
years after my emigration it was obvious to me that an
immigrant had a dual identity through much of his or her life.
I found that I had adopted values of this country that I did
not necessarily hold when visiting Denmark. These same
values crept back into the system unnoticed upon returning
home to this country . Furthermore, I came to appreciate the
groundwork laid by the early immigrants, many of whom
never fully became acclimated . While they adopted some
tradition s and customs of their new country they also brought
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with them traditions of worth to the people already here. This
blend of Danish and American culture that I was privileged to
become acquainted with greatly contributed to my acculturation in a pleasant manner. Having seen the importance of this
culture I hope that we can preserve what is left of it and
build onto it both for and with the help of future immigrants
and generations, because it is significant in the history of the
·settling of America .
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The Educational Philosophy
Of N.F.S. Grundtvig
A Century of Influence: A Case Study
Of A Lutheran Congregation,
Omaha, Nebraska
By Ruth Thorup Herman

When the editor of The Bridge asked if I would write my
reaction to my dissertation, I did a great deal of thinking.
How would I write about my feelings which covered the four
years during which I did the research and writing of this
paper? I concluded that a historical review would give me the
best opportunity to present my reaction to my research . Then,
when he asked me to review my own study since it related
my experiences, I concluded that both could be incorporated
in one effort if I were permitted to make personal references .
As an educator I had fully anticipated working on a
dissertation in that field doing a project in a public school
setting. But, as I heard the ideas of other classmates venturing
into exciting areas for their topics for study, I began to dream
of a unique, interesting and exciting proposal - one which
would satisfy me as well as provide a somewhat original field
in which to do research .
My thoughts during an era when ethnic heritage was considered relevant went back to my own church experience and
its unique character . I had lived in a bilingual , bicultural
church-centered home. Most activities in my church were
different from those of my public school peers . And , when I
thought about what had made the experience unique, the
name of N.F.S. Grundtvig came constantly to mind . But what
did I know about this man? What did I really know about his
philosophy of education? Not a great deal which I could
document. I knew that the members of my congregation were
proud to be " Grundtvigianer," that my congregation treasured
its Danish not only the language, but its customs ,
traditions, history and literature. As a child I attended Sunday
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school classes in which the Danish language was used. I spent
six weeks each summer in church school where I acquired
Danish language skills. I came to know Bible history in
Danish, to know the history of Denmark filled with stories of
great men and the wonderful castles in their land, to know
where Roskilde and Odense were as well as Skaggerak and
Kattegat. As a second grader I learned the folk dances of
Denmark and enjoyed them through high school and at Grand
View College at a later time.
I am certain that my first experience with the "living
word" came as I listened to the wonderful stories told by O.C.
Olsen to the children whenever an opportunity arose. This is
a treasured memory. Gymnastics were practiced in our church
parlors, visitors from Denmark were welcome at the church
for they brought to my parents and their peers a fresh breath
from their native land . Recollections of worship services,
plays, picnics, sandwich suppers - all enriched by singing bring forth a " hyggelig" feeling. Who could forget our World
of Song and Hymnal for Church and Home with many songs
and hymns of Denmark?
Grundtvig's name was associated with the folk high school
movement and I knew people who had been to Nysted
Folkeh¢jskole in outstate Nebraska. Danske Samsluttet
Ungdom (later D .A .Y.P.L.) had its birth in Omaha. Conventions, both national and di strict, as well as those for young
people and the synod , offered much more than business
sessions for the participants. I had been raised knowing I was
a " Happy Christian" and I had felt the rich fellowship shared
by members in my congregation .
Somehow I was aware that the name of N .F.S. Grundtvig
was associated with the above memories; I was cognizant of
the educational nature of many of the activities and events
though they took place in and around the church .
With this realization and the enthusiastic approval of my
proposal advisor, I began the wanderings through the sources
for proof that N .F.S. Grundtvig's ideas about education had
played a role in the life of Vor Frelsers Danske Evangeliske
Lutherske Kirke i Omaha, Nebraska.
I was challenged to find the ev idence to put a solid
foundation under my memories. The search for references on
Grundtvig led to an early awareness that most of the volumes
written about him were in t he Danish language. The first full
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length study in English was Llewelyn Jones' translation of Hal
Koch's Grundtvig. 3 The translator furnished for this writer,
through a comprehensive series of notes, the Danish history
through which Grundtvig lived . Other sources in English were
the writings of men I had known , some better than others, in
my church experiences - J.C. Aaberg, Johannes Knudsen ,
E.D. Nielsen and Enok Mortensen . With the language skills I
had acquired in Danish vacation school , I was able to turn to
Danish works about Grundtvig and the folk high school
movement. The history of the Omaha congregation, recorded
in its minutes, was for the most part written in the original
penmanship of the secretaries using the Danish language.
There were other publications of the congregation which were
most helpful. Old and new books, from Peder Kj¢1hede's
Danske i Amerika 2 to Thorvald Hansen's School in the
Woods 1 provided abundant material for study and analysis.
Much of the background material developed in my dissertation is familiar to the readers of The Bridge. A brief review
of the chapters - Grundtvig, his educational philosophy, the
folk school movement, the synod and its institutions - will
provide readers with the background necessary for my study.
Grundtvig was a man of many talents who lived a long
and eventful life. His work reflected his experiences with life
in the time he lived. The events of history in his day
influenced him and he responded by writing and by the
spoken word . The following description may summarize his
life and indicate the areas in which he left his mark.
Grundtvig was
a Dane who had faith in the power of Denmark's
native sons;
a Dane who believed in the power of a native tongue
to bind together a people;
a Dane who had utmost trust in Denmark's potential to
be a power in the realization of a full and good life
for its citizens;
a Dane who was historian, hymnologist, theologian,
author, poet, politician and educator;
a Dane who was a crusader at a time when Denmark
needed a spark to light the flame for survival as a
people;
a Dane who devoted his entire being to a way of life in
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which he believed - a way of life which led him in
pursuit of what he felt was the true way of God .
A more complete review of Grundtvig's educational
philosophy follows since this is the central theme of this
undertaking.
To Grundtvig education was of paramount importance because it prepared the mind for the acceptance of God , of
man's relationship to God and also to the world . He advocated that education should concentrate on the development
of human nature, make the young responsive to life and bring
them into a relationship with God as well as with the world .
(3 :136). Grundtvig clarified his philosophy of education as he
studied existing conditions . Peasants who were to play an active role in politics should have knowledge of history and
geography of their fatherland, its law and social ordering, and
be able to use the Danish language fluently and powerfully.
Though Grundtvig grew up in the Age of Enlightenment he
only accepted that philosophy of a world where all was
mapped and calculated during his youth . He broke with the
philosophy that life could be counted and measured when he
became convinced that real enlightenment, " oplysning,"
could bring new vitality . Man was to be placed face to face
with the reality of life, to understand himself, his circumstances, and his destiny. (3:137) .
When Grundtvig's writings did not arouse the Danish
citizenry, he reached for another media for the communication of his message. Nothing but a living voice speaking the
mother tongue could arouse a people whose spirit was asleep.
He finally decided that a free school for adults was
necessary; his "living word" became the vehicle for his plea
for a folk school. Grundtvig's plan for a folk high school was
in sharp contrast to the university and its monopoly on
" proper education ". The school Grundtvig described was to
be open to all adults without preliminary examination, adults
coming from practical everyday life, adults seeking to be
informed of their rights and duties in the community . The
most important task of the school was to give "knowledge of
life". Through such subjects as biblical history, mythology,
history and literature, the school was to open the eyes of the
young to what it means to be human . A student's heart
should be inspired with the love of his country, its language,
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its history, its customs, its traditions, and its institutions.
Grundtvig never had a school of his own; the folk high
schools which developed as a result of his ideas were adapted
to local conditions. Each became a living 5c~ool dedicated to
the awakening of an increased zest for life. Each met needs as
viewed by the founder.
The first Danish folk high school was erected in R9idding
in northern Schlesvig. Established with the avowed aim of
giving the Danish peasantry of the area a cultural stronghold
against the national spirit of the Germans, it became the
forerunner of Askov High School. This, perhaps, became the
most famous of the private schools built on Grundtvig's
philosophy. In 1872 Askov took up the task of preparing
clergy to travel to America. From that date to 1887, twentyfour young men were trained for service in America.
Kristen Kold experimented with Grundtvig's ideas in
Ryslinge, Fyn. His personality profoundly influenced the development of the high school tradition . He believed his
students had to be revived and enlightened at the same time .
A home-like atmosphere developed a good relationship
between pupils and staff. Education was to be for life and
enlightenment was to last a lifetime (for enriched living) .
Other folk school leaders learned from Kold to speak straight
to the hearts of their pupils and to live with their students
day in and day out.
Grundtvig's definition of a complete teacher capsulized
his philosophy of education :
One who had mastery of the mother tongue, not
merely as found in books, but as spoken by the
people; one who could help pupils understand
what they hear, think in an orderly fashion, and
speak clearly and fluently of what they think and
know; one who knew and loved Denn;iark's history
and could tell it in lively fashion; one who knew
and loved the popular songs, both in old and new
form , and could either lead the singing or instruct
others to lead; one who could give an orderly accounting of Denmark's condition, its business activities and sources of wealth ; one who could give
the pupils a true and living representation of the
national constitution and laws. (4: 18).
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The folk high schools reached into communities which
had built a "forsamlinghus" where professors delivered lectures dealing with history, science, political economy, poetry
and religion . This they did when there were no regular
sessions at their schools.
Crundtvig did not want his school to be church, but he
never doubted that a living school would act as preparation
for Christianity. Crundtvig's educational and religious philosophies were based on the premise "man first, then Christian ."
The school should awaken man to an understanding of life
which, in turn , would lead man outward and upward .
The immigrants who came to America formed a union of
Danish Lutheran churches. Problems plagued the early union
- disenchanted pastors returned to Denmark, congregations
were not satisfied with their pastors; the Den danske Pioneer,
a newspaper published in Omaha, attacked Danish pastors;
the Danish Brotherhood, a secret society, was viewed as a
threat. Pastor F.L. Crundtvig, the son of N.F.S. Crundtvig,
formed the Dansk Folkesamfund for the purpose of preserving
" their spiritual and cultural heritage." This, too, became a
devisive factor within the church . The philosophy of
Crundtvig was opposed by the pietists, the "lndre Mission",
and this became another concern .
In 1894 a break came and the synod following the
pilosophy of Crundtvig was the one to which the Omaha
congregation gave support.
Enok Mortensen and others have covered the folk school
movement in America and so this does not need much
discussion in this paper. West Denmark, Ashland, Elk Horn,
Nysted, Tyler and Solvang are names of educational institutions which the Danes created in the pattern of the folk high
school of Denmark. Pastor Rasmussen operated a folk school
in Datum, Alberta, Canada, serving the needs of the immigrants to that land. Thousands of Danish immigrants as
well as their children received "folkelig" enlightenment in
these schools. Today, in North Carolina and in Tennessee are
schools based _on the philosophy of the folk high school.
In their newly adopted land the Danes continued to sing
(Sangbog for det danske folk i Amerika), furnished their
churches with a parlor where folk school activities could take
place, or built a forsamlinghus wherever possible. Women's
groups, orphanages, youth groups, and publications gave
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proof of the life within the synod.
World War I and its aftermath brought changes to the
churches within the synod . The English language was acceptable in some congregations. However, the emphasis within
the synod continued to promote Danish heritage and culture .
Changes in American society following World War II led
to the merger of the American Evangelical Lutheran Church
with several other national background synods and the Danish
chu rch , loyal to Grundtvig, was no more. Efforts to continue
the Danish Interest Conference have resulted in several good
publications based on the early Danish synod, its philosophy
and its songs.
Vor Frelsers Danske Evangeliske Lutherske Kirke was established on April 29, 1874, in I.A . Thorup' s store in Omaha,
Nebraska . Thi s was a free congregation in keeping with
Grundtvig's philosophy until 1886 when synodical membership was requested. The history of this congregation reflects
the economic, political and social growth of the country. The
early years found the church a stronghold of all that was
Danish because the pastors who served the congregation ,
particularly in the first half century of its life, had
experienced the folk high school movement in Denmark . They
had accepted Grundtvig's ideas about Christianity and
humanity. These men were imbued with the notion that
teaching had to be human , that education should be transmitted through the living or spoken word, and that all people
should be exposed to history, geography, literature, poetry,
philosophy and singing. Keeping the children within the fold
of the Danish Lutheran Church was the common desire of
these ministers. Sunday school , vacation Bible school, young
people's work , women's activities and the men's club used the
Danish language and supported Danish heritage as long as
possible.
During World War 11 years the church experienced change
when it finally accepted a bilingual status . The children were,
however, still told about " things Danish" in vacation school
since they didn't hear them at home.
In March of 1959 Clayton Nielson became pastor and the
church moved into the community. Physical relocation
became a reality and the congregation celebrated its 90th
anniversary with many members unaware that the church had
an immigrant heritage and history.
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This for all intents and purposes marked the end of
Grundtvigianism in the congregation. Some ethnic practices
remained, a few activities during the year were Danish in
character. The celebration of the hundredth anniversary of
the church featured some activities with a Danish flavor but
these were for the "old" members.
The chapter in the dissertation used to prove the premise
that Grundtvig's educational philosophy did influence the
church is more fully related.
Grundtvig's educational philosophy advocated a school for
life - life to be lived as a rich, rewarding experience based
on the study of the humanities: history, language, civics,
geography and literature. Education was to be transmitted
through "the living word" and by sharing life with emphasis
on the happenings and events one experienced. "Folkeliv" resulted when human beings shared and thereby understood
their fellow man . Christians were to live in a community of
fellowship, where according to Grundtvig, the sharing of
thoughts would enable followers of Christ to grow to full
stature. Through education men were to realize that they
were special beings in a relationship with their creator.
Grundtvig's ideas were prescribed for a specific nation, at
a specific time in its history, and those who had heard his
"living word" had accepted Grundtvig's philosophy of life and
his thoughts about educati'on. They knew that Grundtvig's
concept of a church was not that of a school and his concept
of a school was not that of a church, but a person could not
feel the full impact of one without the other. If this
philosophy was practiced, the two institutions would go hand
in hand. Understandably the Danish immigrants with
Grundtvigian leanings merged the two into one institution both locally and on the national scene.
The history of the congregation recorded the common
desire of the early pastors and members to perpetuate their
ideas about church and school. This motivation dictated the
activities which gave unique character to the congregation in
Omaha. The following pages emphasize the educational
activities of the church , those with the folk high school flavor
- activities which were, in a sense, the transmission of
heritage, but which went beyond those generally found in a
church setting.
The programs - for youth, for children, for young adults
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and for adults - fulfilled their purpose in bringing these
groups together . But the format for their meetings was a fulfillment of folk high school goals as practiced in Denmark an indication that the church had accepted a dual role. For
immigrants and Omaha born Danish youth the Grundtvigian
challenge of maintaining the Danish spirit was in evidence.
On September 11 , 1884, a Danish Folk High School
Society, " den danske h¢jskole forening," was organized in
Omaha to give Danish men and women an opportunity to
gather in brotherly understanding, to sing, and to hear
lectures . Meetings were held in the church or at the young
people' s home where many of them lived . The activities of
th e " forening" were planned around the schedule of the
c hurch. At the first meeting, the congregation 's secretary , Erik
Andersen , read H.C. Andersen's The Nightengale, indicating
continued interest in Scandinavian literary works.
Shortly after his arrival in Omaha, Pastor Skand Hansen
expressed hope that the " forening" would direct its efforts
toward the same life and spirit leading to the goals of God's
living congregation on earth as had been learned in the
Dani sh folk high school. Pastor Hansen told the members, according to the minutes of that meeting, how to listen in order
to understand the spoken word.
Building a library and hearing synodical reports gave a
local as well as national character to the organization .
" H¢jskolehjemmet," high school home, emulated the residential life of the folk high school dormitories in Denmark . Immigrants found security and fellowship in these residences.
The congregation, through the years , sponsored meetings
to honor a season - " h¢stfest," harvest festival , "efteraarsm¢de ," fall meeting, "foraarsm¢de," spring meeting. Such
gatherings were also held in conjunction with a specific
occasion as " Grundlovsdag," Constitution Day in Denmark, or
th e Fourth of July celebration . Included in these meetings
were worship services, lectures, singing and " faellesspisning,"
eating together. Frequently one or several congregations were
invited to share these activities. These were in the character
of the meetings held in the " forsamlingshus" in Denmark
featuring the folk high school teaching staff. Congregational
meetings, monthly or quarterly, opened and closed with singing and prayer, included a supper, and , if business was over,
the pastor gave a " foredrag ," lecture.
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The minutes of the January, 1890 congregational meeting,
recorded that the secretary was instructed to send a letter of
thanks to Chip Dogma, a Danish dramatist, for his benefit
performance. In 1894, Missionary Skrefsrud told of his
experiences in India. Any outstanding Danish speaker passing
through Omaha was invited to lecture in the church . When
no speakers were available, and there were no special reasons
for a "fest", a "hyggelig sammenkomst," cozy get together,
was planned . The young people, many of whom were immigrants, frequently provided a program of readings, lectures
and singing. Always there was singing of hymns and folk
songs. Whatever the purpose for the meeting, fellowship and
education were evident.
On December 29, 1897, the church granted permission for
the formation of a chapter of Dansk Folkesamfund and
allowed this group to meet in the church on the last Sunday
of each month. The organization conducted meetings for the
purpose of discussing affairs of culture and humanity. It
endeavored to keep living contact with Danish literature; it
published a paper and sponsored visiting dignitaries. (7 :91).
Strangely it remained narrow and did not share the Danish
folk experience with the people of the New World .
The youth of the church, whether immigrant or first
generation, participated in all activities. One member,
American born, wrote about some of her memories :
. . . Dansk Folkesamfund members gathered once
a month for coffee, lectures, discussion, cold
supper followed by more discussion, lectures, and
always singing. The church sponsored Danish lecturers, had picnics, and get-togethers for all. Families stayed together . (10:2) .
The congregation accepted the light as shed on the church by
Crundtvig - an emphasis on Christian living demonstrated
through fellowship. Within the congregation more emphasis
was placed on congregational worship, the sacraments and
"folkelig" activities than on conversion .
While the children of the early church members attended
the public schools for general education, the church provided
a program of education in accord with Crundtvig's philosophy. Children were included in family activities, storytelling
was included in programs, but the emphasis was always on
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making them responsive to Danish life. In 1904, vacation
school for the south side students was held in rented space in
a church on Ontario Street, while the other students met in
the church parlors. At different times the pastors conducted
Saturday schools so that the children would develop better
Danish language skills for use in vacation school.
Pastors and members of the church reported that vacation
school offered a Danish curriculum stressing the cultural and
religious ideas of Grundtvig. Danish history, literature, composition , gymnastics, singing and games were taught. (10 :1).
Bible history was presented in Danish. (10 :2) . The folk school
philosophy of life lived in a Christian manner ruled out the
sinfulness of dancing, card playing, etc ., as long as it was
done in moderation . (10:4) . Children learned to sing Danish
hymns and folk songs as well as those of the early pastors
who had written about their native land and their experiences
in the New World.
Sunday school was noted for the first time in the minutes
of 1909 when a picnic was planned to include this group. The
program for the outing included games, story telling, a lecture
and singing. Story telling and games were for the children, the
lecture for the stimulation of the adults, and the singing for
both.
Confirmation classes were conducted in the Danish
language into the 1930s. All publications used in the
education program were in Danish . As late as June, 1930, the
Menighedsbladet reported a six week vacation school planned
for all Danish children. And, the May, 1943 Messenger described plans for vacation school for the upcoming summer :
The main subjects will be religion and history. The
object is not to endow the children with much
book learning, but to quicken their interest in the
subjects taught and to help them in a living childlike faith in God, as our Father, who wants His
children, young and old, to live in daily communion with Him and in good fellowship with all men.
Talking to, and with the children, singing, story
telling, games and gymnastic exercises will take up
most of the time. (9:6/ 30; 9:5/43) .
This might have been written by N.F.S . Grundtvig for his
philosophy and ideas were expressed . But using Danish
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language made a condition which limited attendance and
participation in Omaha.
Young people's meetings in the Danish Evangelical
Lutheran Church had a program which did not resemble that
of a Luther League group. A typical program included singing,
a business meeting, activities such as plays, box social, or ice
cream social , reading of a story, or a lecture, coffee and
social hour included folk dancing. This activity was looked
upon more as folk games - a heritage - and not as dancing
as such .
A church member wrote the following about his memories
from the church:
I knew that there were gymnastic classes available . The church basement was quite well equipped for these classes: a horse, parallel bars, a
plank for balance walking, and climbing bars on
the walls .
There were other evening activities. I remember attending a number of Dani sh one-act plays
put on by church members . There were also visiting lecturers . I remember an older man from Denmark who told Hans Christian Andersen fairy tales .
For many years when I thought of Andersen I pictured him as this man . (10 :5) .
Young adults in the church attended the educational institutions supported by the congregation and the synod . Their
descriptions of school days reveal the character of the institutions based on Grundtvig's ideas . The pastor, in the August,
1930 Menighedsbladet, described the programs available at
Grand View College.
Grand View College opens September 15 and
lasts til June 5. This school educates ministers and
teachers to serve Danish congregations. It also offers a four year high school program and a two
year college course. Winter school will be conducted from December 1 to March 13 - this resembles a Danish Folk High School, but both Danish
and English languages are used , and some practical courses such as bookkeeping are offered .
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The winter sessions were still held at Grand View College
in the middle 1940s when this writer was a member of the
teaching staff. The young men who returned to campus
following service in World War II were ready for "enlightenment" as many came from Grundtvigian homes and wanted
to experience the " folkelig" as well. A winter term , similar to
those offered by the folk high school , was held for a six week
period of time. Lectures by the staff members were of the
type Grundtvig would have appreciated . The writer' s contribution to thi s learning experience was a class featuring Great
Americans - an attempt to share through lectures the heritage of those born in America .
While the congregation , through the synod, supported
Grand View College and its program of education , the congregation's activities · continued to reflect those of the folk
school movement lectures, fellowship meetings, guest
speakers and socials. The members of the church followed the
goal of awakening, expressed by Grundtvig, by placing themselves face to face with the reality of life. During war years or
in time of peace, during depression or prosperity, the
members received the kind of strength from within which
Grundtvig's movement had given to the Danes in the nineteenth century.
The church monthly for March, 1938, reported that a
fellowship meeting was held on March 19 and 20. The pastor
noted that it had provided " . . . food for hungry souls, and
thoughts leading to afterthoughts."
At the si xty-fifth anniversary celebration of the church,
Pastor Krog, as the invited speaker, " deplored the modern
trend of wisecracking on all occasions to hold people's interest and praised the sane and sensible methods employed by
Grundtvig." (6 :5/ 30) .
The members of the congregation shared the thoughts and
ideas of the leaders of the synod, most of whom were
Grundtvig's followers, through a series of publications, to
name a few : Kirkelig Samler, the oldest; Dannevirke,
published in Cedar Falls, Iowa; Ungdom and Yule, the
publications of the young people; and Kirke og Folk, currently
published with Johannes Knudsen as editor. The latter publication reflects the Danish Interest Conference group functioning within the frqmework of the Lutheran Church in
America . Many of the publications contained both Danish
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and American works.
Members through the years participated in " Folkemii'Sder,"
folk meetings, held in various parts of the country. These
events followed the format of the meetings held as adjuncts
of the early folk schools in Denmark. Music, worship, drama,
lectures, readings were part of these meetings. The " folkelig,"
and/ or the " living word" were experienced at these meetings
as was the fellowship of believers.
While the church remained within the American
Evangelical Lutheran Church, its activities, accurately described in the preceding pages, continued with the blending of
its religious and cultural heritage. But membership continued
to dwindle. The congregation held to its Danish heritage language, emphasis on culture. The small group remaining
active discussed the Danish spirit in the church , but did not
realize that the sharing of this spirit with others outside the
church. might have greater meaning.
Lastly, I would share the conclusions drawn from this
study. This historical study has shown how Danish immigrants, because of their isolation in a new land and nostalgia
for the old country, tended to treasure and preserve cultural
traditions and values, both religious and educational, w ithin
their Grundtvigian Danish Church .
Many of these Danes felt the spirit of past ages was
inseparably connected with the language of past ages - and
for them this meant the transmission of their heritage must be
in Danish. The early immigrants had known the influence of
Grundtvig in their native land where he had been accused of
identifying Christianity with Danishness as he loved his land,
its history and its language. He advocated "school for life" for
Danish people who would be helped to develop into
awakened and useful human beings. Grundtvig's thoughts
were expressed in Danish, their application had been experienced in Denmark. How could these followers give up
their Danishness? Why should they not continue in their
church the fellowship and cultural activities recommended by
Grundtvig? Why should the youth of the church not study its
heritage, both religious and cultural , in the Danish language?
The congregation in Omaha, as its sister congregations
within the synod, established an institution which was a blend
of Grundtvig's church based on fellowship, of the folk high
school movement, and of the folk life experienced in
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Denmark . These Danes looked back to the activities practiced
in' the old country and held to what was familiar . They felt
natural in passing to their children their valued traditions for
Crundtvig had emphasized the historical process in the transmission of heritage.
The "folkelig," if any one characteristic can identify a
group, was apparent in Danish churches. This was evidenced
in the parish programs and facilities in the Omaha congregation . Church parlors were used for educational programs
which provided the "folkelig" transmission of heritage. And,
there was singing, always there was singing. In the folk
schools, at the lectures, during gymnastic exhibitions, before
and after as well as during entertainments, and at fellowship
gatherings, the participants sang. In true "faellesskab,"
fellowship, people must share their thoughts and feelings .
Crundtvig made it possible for the Danish people to do this in
song. Singing became the vehicle which gave expression to
that which was in one's heart and dreams as well as thankfulness for country and family. As has been noted throughout
this study, hymns were loved and used, but much of the singing, while deeply oriented in the Christian faith, was not of
hymns. There were songs of Christian men and women with
loyalties to two homelands, one old and one new, and about
the joys and sorrows of human life. Members sang about the
life Cod had created and rejoiced in it.
As a congregation the members gathered for worship to
hear The Word , and they felt that they belonged to one
another. Crundtvig used the plural in his hymns and songs
and the church accepted the plural in its relationship to Cod
- " we shared at communion ," " we sang," "we experienced
'menighedsliv,' life in the congregation, as well as 'folkeliv.'"
The folk schools functioned for Danish Americans . They
had little contact with the main stream of American history
and culture. They never became indigenous . Even when most
courses or lectures dealt with American themes, they nearly
always carried a Danish slant. (8:122-123).
The church remained narrow and provincial in its little
Danish world . It forgot Pastor Crundtvig's idea that the
heritage should be shared. However, life within the church
was rich . Congregational life was concerned with the whole
spectrum of humanity as advocated by Crundtvig. The
members found their mates, their social life and their cultural
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experiences within the church . They found strength in fellowship with its emphasis on transmitting heritage, but also in
listening to the " living word" at every possible opportunity.
They left a mark on their children who learned to live in a bilingual , bicultural world with a desire for "education for life"
because they had seen it work and had experienced its richness . The strength of the church was its drawing together
those of like ideas - social life was part of belonging. But
this unity restricted growth as it perpetuated an insular
nature.
Grundtvig's educational program as put into practice in
the Danish folk high school movement came to Omaha,
Nebraska. The members of the church for at least the first
ninety years believed in " education for life," in sharing life's
experiences, and in a special fellowship which they practiced
and transmitted to their children . They followed Grundtvig as
he was described in the following passage:
(He was a) . . . bold advocate of freedom for
all points of view (and) he was definitely opposed
to a narrow, doctrinal circumspection of the goal
of common living as well as education . A Christian
could live his faith without imposing it on others.
Faith is to be confessed, and faith can never be
gain ed through compulsion . But without the
Christian faith all education and all explanation of
life falls short. (8 :17) .
They accepted Grundtvig's belief in the value of man' s total
life, not only his soul, but his body as well, and it was this
con cept w hich resulted in hi s concern that people be
awakened culturally as well as spiritually. (8 :19). They wished
for their children to be awakened " and receptive to the
spiritual and cultural values which are available to them from
both our old and our new homelands." (8 :108). Their church
was to transmit t he spiritual and the cultural values of the
folk school experience in Denmark. The educational program
was to preserve Danish folk culture - history, literature,
geography and language - and for as long as possible in the
Danish language. They shared this rich and t reasured folk
culture with in the congregation ; no attempt was made to
share with the New World the ideas which Grundtvig had
given to them d uring trying times in Denmark. They con-
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tinued to transmit by transplanting but did not reach others
through translating.
This writer experienced the years of strong immigration
when the church was culturally alive - plays, gym teams,
vacation school in Danish, ethnic celebrations . Through the
education program a bilingual , bicultural environment was
maintained . Social activities were prominent on the church
calendar and much time was devoted to participation .
Adulthood and this study brought deeper meaning to the
writer of that which Grundtvig wanted for "his people." His
impact was made on the Danish people at a time when they
needed inspiration , leadership and support. His influence
made a difference to his country and its citizenry . His
followers were grateful for their experiences in a rich learning
setting . They , with gratitude and almost adoration,
transplanted that which he had provided for them .
As Americans look for alternatives in education , might the
Grundtvigian educational philosophy as implemented in the
Danish folk school movement provide a successful model?
Might a deep study of the humanities result in an impact on
the American people as did Grundtvig's ideas in Denmark in
the last century? Is it reasonable to expect that the sharing
of Grundtvig's ideas through translation might prove valuable
to America? Might Grundtvig's statement, "Restore from
within that which has been taken from without," carry a
message for Americans today?
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The Acculturation
Of The Danish Immigrant
By Enok Mortensen
In the very first issue of The Bridge Dr. Otto Hoiberg had
a perceptive article on the subject of acculturation. He suggested that a logical concern of the fledgling Danish-American Heritage Society might be to examine this process. I was
particularly interested in his challenge because I have
observed this process in myself and others for some sixty
years, and for most of my adult life I have attempted to describe and to interpret this in lectures and in my books - not
least in my stories and novels.
This theme has also been dominant in the writings of Carl
Hansen and Kristian 0stergaard and in stories and novels by
other Scandinavian-American writers, notably Ole Edvart
R¢lvaag, Vilhelm Berger and Oscar Leonard Str¢mberg.
What did happen to the immigrant as the confrontation
took place between him and America? For if he shared in
building and shaping a new world , it is equally true that the
new world made a tremendous impact on him also. The most
conspicuous transformation for millions of new Americans
was obviously the access to the acclaimed high standard of
living, but I am thinking of something beyond that: the
immigrant himself, his psyche, his personality in terms of
customs and comportment, the conventions and traditions
that add up to a person's mode of living.
It is trite but true that when a plant or a tree is to be
moved, transplanting is more apt to succeed if the roots are
swaddled in their familiar soil. The Danish-American poet
Adam Dan in one of his many songs has contended that
Danish immigrants did not arrive as paupers; if their physical
luggage counted for little, they brought with them a heritage
which, if not forfeited, would enrich their lives in the new
world .
The immigrant did bring a part of the old world with him,
not only his language but skills and techniques rooted in the
soil of his background . Dorothy Sk¢rdal in her analysis of
Scand inavian-American writings The Divided Heart (p. 83-84)
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has found that farmers usually planted crops they already
knew how to cultivate : "sometimes years passed before a
conservative settler ventured to try Indian corn" , but
gradually he and others were won over. She mentions a
fictional character who "did not trust American hoes but
hiked ten miles to a blacksmith to get one made like those in
the Old Country. But one day he had to have a new hoe in a
rush, tried an American one in desperation and found it
couldn't be beat. "
Another writer tells of a pioneer who found that an
American ax fitted the hand perfectly. "This was something
else than the heavy broadaxes in the Old Country" . Kristian
<;ll;tergaard in Danby Folk (p. 33-34) tells that the pioneers
built everything - roads and railroads, congregations and
clubs, churches and schools " on the models that had been
brought from other parts of the country or from Europe, but it
had to be adjusted to the conditions and necessities of life at
that particular spot".
Sophus Keith Winter in Take All to Nebraska (p. 26)
describes a farmer who knew all about grain farming from the
Old Country, but in Nebraska " he soon learned the new technique involved in raising corn". And somewhere Henry Steele
Commager writes about the immigrant that " he came in his
European dress but before long he learned to be clothed , to
plow and to plant like the Indian before him". Most farmers
found that their knowledge of the past was obsolete, impractical and in need of improvement. Years ago in visiting
the colony of Dannevang in Texas , I was told that the first
settlers there nearly starved to death because they began to
farm the way they had done it in Denmark . When they
learned to adjust to the special conditions of soil and climate
in Texas, they changed their way of farming and became 'prosperous.
Dorothy Sk¢rdal in the book mentioned earlier (p. 26)
quotes from my novel Saaledes blev Jeg • hjemltSs (p. 63)
which dramatizes the conflict between the immigrant' s background and his new environment: " A Danish contractor in
Chicago hired preferably Scandinavian or German carpenters,
for as a rule they were people who had learned their trade
thoroughly, but occasionally they disappointed him; their
traditional training hampered some of them instead of helping
them ; they did not dare depart by so much as a hair's breadth
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from the regulations they had learned ." My own experience,
however, has taught me that those who rose to the top in
their professions were those who retained old skills while
being willing to adopt new tools and techniques .
The process of acculturation is no less evident in the
immigrant's adjustment to the religious climate around him . I
remember assisting a young Dane to find work on a farm in
one of our Danish-American communities . On the first
Sunday after his arrival his hosts took him along to church
services . The following Sunday the people again made preparations to attend church and the young man appeared
almost shocked: "To church again? Why, we were there last
Sunday," he protested . Although the son of a prominent
pastor, he had not been in the habit of regular church attendance. A few years later he married an American girl and has
since become an active participant in church work . There is
no denying that church attendance is more common in this
country than in Denmark. I doubt, however, that this is proof
of moral and ethical superiority of Americans over Danes; it
simply illustrates differences in social behavior and how we
tend to conform to conditions -surrounding us.
Carl Hansen in Praeriens born (p. 10) writes of the
immigrant's relationship to the church , "You see, all these
people have only one single - what shall I call it - entertainment, to go to church; here everybody meets regularly
every Sunday. The need of companionship which we all have
is satisfied there -". And looking at the church and the
parsonage the fictional character continues , "nobody made us
build them, they weren't put up with tax money or tithes, but
when we sat out here on the prairie we scraped the money
together for them, not from our surplus but out of our
poverty, because we needed them --".
Professor Oscar Handlin The Uprooted (p. 117) writes that
" The very process of adjusting immigrant ideas to the
conditions of the United States made religion paramount as a
way of life. Struggling against heavy odds to save something
of the old ways, the immigrants directed into their faith the
whole weight of their longing to be connected with the past."
But if the church with its familiar rituals and language
seemed a means of maintaining ties with the past, it soon became evident that new conditions altered, if not basic
precepts, then certainly customs and patterns associated with
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church life. The church became a social center, sometimes in
spite of opposition from the more conservative settlers who
wanted the church to be an exact copy of those in the homeland . Kristian (,Z)stergaard in Danby Folk (p. 136-37) tells of a
young pastor who met opposition to his plans for a new sanctuary and its location . He did not want the church situated
among the graves as in Denmark. He preferred a site where
play and mirth of young people would replace the spectre of
fear often associated with churches in a graveyard; and the
basement was to be - not a burial vault for wealthy
noblemen, but a hall in which to meet on festive occasions,
for meals and coffee drinking.~
" Cooking and drinking coffee in the church!" someone
objected.
" Under the church" , the defender of the pastor added,
" living is at least just as holy as the coffins with the dead
bones--".
The other side of the coin is that most immigrant churches
through contacts with , and pressure from, prevailing
Puritanism became more strict about morals. Somewhere
Marcus Lee Hansen tells the story of a group of Scandinavians
in the 1850s who after a Sunday of picnicking, drinking and
card playing were vehemently attacked the next day in the
native press for their un-American and un-Christian behavior.
" Social pleasures brought from the Old World fell under the
ban . Temperance and Sunday observance were early
enforced; then card playing and dancing were prohibited" .
Immigrants developed a new attitude not only toward
their church but toward their pastor. The early immigrants
brought with them traditional respect and deference for the
pastor. " The minister was universally believed in small
Lutheran communities to be a vessel of all knowledge, both
secular and religious," writes Dorothy Skarda! (p. 131), but
" when a congregation had been formed , however, and a
minister hired at a wage the church members paid, then they
developed quite a different attitude - another measure of
their Americanization . He became neither their master nor
their guest, but their servant. " Most of the early settlers
retained the old tradition of " offering" to the pastor on the
major holidays by way of paying him . This has long since
been replaced by collections at all services - the universal
custom in American church life.
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In Julegranen of 1943 there were photos of 76 DanishAmerican churches . It is interesting that only half a dozen of
them have architectural reminiscenses of Denmark. The early
churches , probably for economic reasons , were nearly all
similar to the simple wooden structure characteristic of most
Protestant churches in America. It was only later that
affluence combined with nostalgia led to the building of a
number of churches with whitewashed and corbie-stepped
gables, remini scent of what most people think of as a typical
Dani sh village church. The majority of congregations with
roots in Denmark, however, paid scant attention to Danish
architecture. The Olivet Church in Los Angeles, for instance,
was built in Spanish style and most other sanctuaries are now
built in contemporary style of architecture.
A number of immigrants built their houses patterned after
homes in the motherland, but the practice never became
universal. (I shall here disregard Solvang in California where
the construction of Danish style homes and stores has been
largely commercially motivated) .
The immigrant naturally used material easily available
when building. Logs, sod, and even the conventional 2x4 did
not lend themselves toward building houses similar to those
in Denmark . M . S¢rensen in a story Misteltenen 1916 (p. 12)
writes about Viborg in South Dakota that "there is nothing
whatever typical about Viborg or the other towns to reveal
they are Danish . They are built precisely like the other prairie
towns out here -". More common has been the practice of
arranging interiors patterned after Danish homes. It was
possible to import furniture, pictures and other items which
produced a Danish atmosphere, and many immigrants
brought with them highly prized mementos from the Homeland .
Association with "Americans" and the influence of
women's magazines, however, have dominated the taste and
the habits of most immigrant wives . In Denmark it is common
practice, especially in larger rooms, to arrange furniture in
" conversation groups" . Here, the prevailing custom is to line
up all the furniture along the walls, leaving a vast space in
the middle.
Dorothy Skarda! has observed that women authors
especially showed heroines rapidly adopting American housekeeping customs . She also mentions examples of convincing
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evidence that "American customs of housekeeping, like cooking, spread into Scandinavian homes through practices taught
girls serving as servants in "better" families, and then established Yankee ways as regular usage when they founded their
own homes." The Divided Heart (p. 252)
Few traditions have been preserved with more tenacity
than those dealing with festivals and food . Norman Bansen is
right in mentioning (The Bridge, Number One (p. 58)) that " a
novel about Danes, even immigrant Danes, that does not
mention food and coffee could scarcely be considered
realistic." It is my distinct observation , however, that turkey is
gradually replacing the traditional Danish Christmas goose.
Few families of Danish descent have retained the custom of
eating rice porridge with an almond and the accompanying
gift to the lucky finder . The Danish-American Fellowship in
Minneapolis sponsors a course in making Danish sm¢rrebr¢d ;
most Americans of Danish descent, however, have long since
adopted the traditional American sandwich. There are still
homes where people " dance" around the Christmas tree
singing Nu har vi jul igen, but Rudolph the Rednosed Reindeer and similar ditties are strong competitors ; Santa Claus
has replaced julenissen and Christmas morning has become as
important as Christmas Eve.
No area of the immigrant's life has witnessed more
changes than that of his language. I am not here thinking of
the thousands of Danes who quickly or gradually abandoned
Danish in favor of English . I am not concerned with those
whose conversation became a mixture of both languages. I
am not even primarily dealing with the long battle between
those who considered it expedient quickly to become
Americans , and those who wished to preserve the Mother
Tongu e.
And that indeed has been a battle. Foremost among the
preservationists have been F.L. Grundtvig and Benedict Nordentoft, both of whom were outstanding leaders in the Danish
Lutheran Church of America. Grundtvig in a challenging
poem to Dansk Folkesamfund Kirke og Folk, Cedar Falls, Iowa
(pp. 108-9) wrote that
When we lose the language which He spoke
To us the time when we were christened,
That language which lent comfort to our childish hearts
And Wings to all our youthful hopes,
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Then we sin against Him, the great Master For people without the Mother Tongue are like a harp
Whose strings are broken Nordentoft concurred . At the opening of Atterdag College
in Solvang, California in 1911 he said that "there is something
wrong with the piety of people who discard that Mother
Tongue which , next to the Gospel itself is Cod's most
precious gift to man - Shame on you if you give up the
Mother Tongue! You commit a sin - both against Cod and
man by doing it. " (Enok Mortensen : Schools for Life, pp.
105-06).
Needless to say, the battle about retaining the so-called
Mother Tongue has long since been lost and my concern lies
elsewhere. I am thinking primarily of the subtle changes that
took place in the language of most immigrants, regardless of
whether they spoke Danish or English . My contention is that
to some extent we have developed a language of our own.
We may pride ourselves on having preserved the Danish
language, but when we visit Denmark we discover that our
vocabulary has become archaic . Language is a sensitive
medium which must constantly be renewed . Most immigrants
and their progeny use words that in many instances are
outdated. Danish linguists have been delighted to find in
Danish-American communities a rich source of expressions
and dialects no longer current in Denmark.
Few immigrants have succeeded in preserving a
vocabulary unsullied by extraneous influences . We translate
the phrase let us go to town literally and say, in Danish , - til
byen, but the correct Danish is i byen. We are apt to say
sidde paa en komite because in America we sit on a
committee, but in Denmark one sits in a committee .
I doubt that any Danish-speaking farmer in America talks
about feeding his hogs majs, he most likely uses the word
com. The farmer' s wife will rarely call him in to have
morgenmad, she will say breakfast - even when speaking
Danish, not middagsmad but dinner, and not aftensmad but
supper. We have adopted innumerable American words and
given them a Danish twist. There is no such word as fencet
either in Danish or English, but most Danish-Americans will
jump or hop over fencet, avoiding the Danish word , hegnet.
We water the horses, not in baekken but i krikken (the creek) .
We ask someone to bring us wrenchen, not skruen-'glen. Few
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of us are familiar with the Danish names of equipment on
tractors and automobiles. We announce that we kerer i caren,
we eat toast, not ristet bred, etc.
The immigrant on the other hand often uses English that
bear marks of his Danish background . Many DanishAmericans who say vii du med when speaking Danish are apt
to translate it directly and say do you want to go with. These
are but a few examples of the changes in the immigrant's
vocabulary . There are hundreds more. The process of
acculturation is as natural as it is inevitable.
Someone has told a story which may serve to illustrate the
difficulty of preserving and perpetuating cultural riches, and
how we sometimes cling to values which are mere phantoms.
Even the most valiant effort to save a heritage can at times
become quixotic.
Following economic ruin in their native Denmark an
elderly couple sought refuge in America . They brought with
them one priceless possession, a mottled, shabby but costly
mirror in a lovely mahogany frame. In their new home this
became the symbol of their cultural background, but one day,
unfortunately, the mirror fell down and splintered into a
thousand pieces. After a while they managed to replace the
glass, but now the frame seemed worn and shabby and they
had the mirror put into a new frame. Yet they nevertheless
continued to look at the mirror as a precious heritage of the
past.
More realistic is the story James Truslow Adams tells at
the close of his book, The Epic of America. A young
immigrant girl is sitting on the steps of a library in New York,
pondering her situation, examining her identity. Who is she?
Where are her loyalties? She loves her homeland, its language
and culture. How can she think of abandoning it? On the
other hand, she has been in America long enough to have
caught a sense of its greatness - not the tall buildings and
the deification of bigness, but the vision and dreams which
have found express ion in the new testament of the Declaration of Independence She experiences the dichotomy of the immigrant,' she
knows what it means to have a "divided heart". Does she
belong in the old world or here, in the new? But suddenly as
in a revelation she finds the answer and accepts her destiny :
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"I no longer belong to the old world, to the past; but the
past belongs to me! "

Enok Mortensen is an author and historian who has written extensively on subjects
relating to the Danish American scene. He is a member of the Editorial Support
Committee of the Danish American Heritage Society. He resides in Solvang,
California.
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Jonas Hronek
Most Famous Among the First Danes
in New York
by Ebba Tang Frandsen

Information for this article is excerpted from Carlo
Christensen's book, De F.Srste Danske i New York, Nyt Nordisk
Forlag - Arnold Busch - Kj¢benhavn, 1953. Carlo Christensen
was for many years Cultural Attache with the Danish Embassy
in Washington, D.C., a position in which he served with great
distinction. Carlo Christensen states in the Forward that the
book is the result of research carried on for 20 years in his
spare time, and that there is still much material to be
researched.
At the time of the Dutch colony in New Nederland, there
were at least 200 colonists of Scandinavian origin, and it is
possible that half of these were Danes who had emigrated
from Denmark in Dutch ships. This article will refer to a few
of the best known Danes from this period, 1630-1664, and will
deal in some detail with one Jonas Branck.
The first Danish family that has been recorded as living on
the island of Manhattan was Jan Jansen Van Breestede (so
called by the Dutch). The Danish name is Jan Jansen (or Jens
Jensen) from Bredsted in South Jutland. It was a Dutch habit
to add the birthplace to a name and also to make the name
sound Dutch .
There are many examples of this; one such is J¢rgen
Thomsen from Ribe who was named Jurian Thomassen Van
Ripen . Many are ancestors of well known families of Danish
origin living today in the United States, though with Dutch
sounding names. In some cases the names were changed after
arrival in the colony, i.e. Christian Barentsen who lived on
one of the town's sharp corners became "Van Horn" (Dutch
for corner) - Christian Van Horn . Laurens Andriessen who
lived by some bushes near the church was called Laurens Van
Buskirk and is the ancestor of a very well known American
family, Van Buskirk. In some cases one has to be careful in
asserting that the names are Danish, but fortunately there are
firm records to prove it in these cases.
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Jan Jansen' s family may be the biggest Danish family to
arrive at the colony until 1636. It consisted of Jan and his
wife Engelye, Jan Jr. and three daughters: Dorothea, Elsye and
Tryntie. All four of them were married on Manhattan Island
before 1650, and thus must have been born in Denmark . Jan
Jansen did not live long in the new land, but records show
clearly that his widow on the first of September, 1641, was
married to Egbert Woutersen, which means that he could
have lived here five years . In spite of his early death, his life
was significant because he is the father of the well known
American family, Van Breestede, and his children were
leaders in the new colony. They were very religious and well
respected by fellow citizens, as noted in the church records
of that time - about 1636. /
Several other Danish families came and joined the Dutch
colony. Among them were Jonas Branck and Jochem
Pietersen Kuyter, who arrived on the ship, "Trojas Brand" ,
thought to be owned by Branck. All came as colonists to
cultivate the new found land around the Hudson river that
the Englishmen located for the Dutch West India Company in
1609. In reading about these Danes of the 17th century it
must be remembered that some came from the part of
Denmark that today is Germany. On the island of Manhattan
where all the Dutch boats landed and had their fortifications,
only poor grasslands were found for cultivation, mostly rocky
and underlaid with stone, yet it was an ideal landing place for
ships, having a natural harbor and a deep river all the way to
Albany . On the tip of Manhattan Island the Dutch founded
their trading posts with the Indians . In 1631 the West India
Company no longer needed Peter Minuit as governor-general
of New Nederland and called him back to Holland . In many
ways his period had been a time of growth and wealth for
both the colonists and the homeland . After his time, bloody
encounters with the Indians killed 32 people while they were
peacefully cultivating their fields . It is from the next
governor's time that we have the first records of Danes in the
colony .
Most famous among the Danes who came to this
continent during the Dutch period were Jonas Branck and
Jochem Pietersen Kuyter, who was captain of the ship, "Trojas
Brand". These two were the first white men to buy and
cultivate land just north of Manhattan Island. Kuyter, whose
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name may have been Kayser in Denmark, was married to
Jonas Bronck's sister. Kuyter and Bronck, notable leaders in
the public life of the new settlers, were among the founders
of "New Amsterdam", as New York was called in the Dutch
period . Their history is recorded in the public library of
Albany, New York, and in the Library of Congress in
Washington, D .C. The name Bronx is derived from Bronck.
The whole borough northeast of Manhattan is Bronx. Bronck
was a man of the world, well read and well-to-do. In his ship
he brought with him all that was needed to start a large
farming venture, including horses, cows, implements and
wagons . Families had already been engaged by Bronck to
work on his land in payment of their fare . He also brought a
large collection of books, which must have been one of the
first libraries in the New World. He had sailed for a few years
and had had business with the Dutch, and that may have
given him the idea of acquiring land and settling in "New
Amsterdam", but he had also been a student at Copenhagen
University and it is surmised that his father was a minister on
the Faroe Islands, belonging to Denmark. It appears that
Bronck was the first really significant farmer in this area
where the colonists had had to import most of their grains
and other footstuffs from Holland.
The historian Niels Andersen did archival research on the
Faroe Islands where Bronck came from . His findings are in a
book : " Faer!,'5erne 1600-1709". He published an article which
stated that Jonas Bronck had attended Roskilde latinskole and
the University of Copenhagen from which he matriculated,
supposedly in his thirties. Andersen states that Jonas Bronck
was not registered in his own name at the university, but as
Johannes Martini Farinsulanis, which means Johannes son of
Morten from the Faroes. There are several blank spaces in the
data about his early life, but enough is known to give an
almost complete account. He had traveled a great deal in his
youth before becoming a student at the University of Copenhagen and he is beyond doubt the Dane of this period that
has been most thoroughly researched . What we know about
him is both interesting and remarkable . It is believed that he
studied theology in Copenhagen and also acquired some insight into jurisprudence. This knowledge was an advantage to
himself as well as to the colonists, and no doubt was an
important factor in the important role he played in the
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colony . Nothing can be said for certain about his interest in
coming to America, but one theory is that he possibly sailed
for several years under the Dutch flag . Related is the theory
that he had been engaged in business, had prospered, and
had become aware of the possibilities of "the new world"
through his business connections.
Bronck's collection of books shows him to be a religious
man , and one interested in law and medicine. Above all he
loved peace and was looked up to, both by the community
and by the Indians, as a man who could be trusted . It took
courage at that time to move so far north from Manhattan to
start a colony . They were far from the fortress and defenses
the Dutch had built on Manhattan Island, and Indians often
raided and burned what they had produced . It was a land
without roads - only Indian trails and paths that led to their
hunting areas. It was the Weekquaes that lived in this part of
New Nederland and all the way up to Younkers and Tarrytown , where some colonists had ventured . Indian villages
occupied what is now Dobbs Ferry, Tarrytown and White
Plains. To them the right to farm the land and to hunt on it
were the only important considerations . They did not understand " ownership" in the same way the white man did . When
Peter Miniut bought Manhattan Island, they understood it as
a loan of the right to hunt, fish and farm. When the colonists
let their animals go freely to pasture, it happened that their
cows would venture into the Indian fields of corn and
tobacco . It was thus that the trouble and fighting often had
their beginnings - just at the time when Bronck was settling
in " New Amsterdam". Bronck, Kuyter and other Danes that
came to the colony in 1639, had grave difficulties with which
to contend because at that time there were serious troubles
and misunderstandings with the Indians .
At the request of the Indians a peace treaty between the
Indians and the Dutch was agreed to and signed in Bronck's
home, which was called Emmaus. A painting depicting this
treaty signing shows a large fireplace against the wall . Bronck
is leaning on the table. Everything in the room shows wealth
in accordance with what would be found in a rich person's
home of the time . At the table sits Governor Kieft, pointing to
the place on the document where the Indian chieftains are to
put their marks . This historical incident is witnessed by
Bronck, three of the colony's magistrates and as many
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Indians. The treaty was signed March 28, 1642, but like all
treaties before and since did not last very long. The warfare
started again less than a year later, and this time was more
gruesome and devastating than before : houses were burned,
animals and people slaughtered and whole fields and storehouses with grain were burned to the ground .
Jonas Bronck was very well known and thought of for his
peace endeavours and was well liked and trusted by the
Indians. We do not know about his death, except that he died
in 1643, less than 4 years after his arrival. Although it is not
unlikely, it cannot be proved that he was a casualty of his
peace cause .
In this Dutch colony the Danish settlers located around
the Harlem river, with Jonas Bronck, Pieter Andriesen and
Laurents Duyts north of the river and Jochem Pietersen Kuyter
and Barent Jansen Blom south of the river on the two islands
at the place where the Harlem river runs into the East river .
The daily chores and the struggle to make a living must have
occupied them fully . For entertainment they may have taken
an occasional trip to the tip of Manhattan . Pieter Andriessen
was the first to open an inn , outside New Amsterdam proper,
at the initiation of William Kieft, who started a livestock
market at Bowling Green . This became an attraction that also
interested people living outside New Amsterdam .
Bronck's property in the Bronx, upon his death became
the property of his widow Teuntje Teurians, and their son
Peter Jonassen Bronck, until 1656. She married Arent Van
Curler who was sheriff of Rensselaer (Albany) and caretaker of
his cousin's (Killian Van Rensselae's) great estate. Arent Van
Curler was descended from one of Holland's first families . He
was a gifted and well read young man when he sailed from
Holland to become secretary and accountant for the colony
at "Renssalaerwyck". Like most who came, he was religious
and it was he who initiated the beginning of the first church
in Albany . History records that for many years Indians
referred to all Dutch governors as "Curlers", because they said
it was the name of the white man they respected and could
trust.
Peter Jonassen Bronck also came to Albany . Since he had
inherited a great deal of property, he was already a rich man .
The elder Bronck had a will which is on record in Albany in
" New York Colonial Manuscripts" . Also in the state library are
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many notes about Peter Branck, and some of them are
written by members of his own family. From these one can
see that he owned several lots inside Albany . At the Hudson
river side he built a brewery, and later he owned an inn. Peter
Branck sold his properties in Albany in 1662 and bought land
in Coxsackie, three miles south of Albany. He enlarged this
farm later. He had two sons, Jan and Peter. He built a house
about 1663, which is still standing, and is the oldest house in
the county . Since Peter Bronck's time it has always been
occupied by his descendants in a straight line. It is now
owned by a local historical society and is of great interest.
From "Ye Olden Times" published in 1935 and containing
articles made public in 1889 in the Coxsackie News, it is
stated that Jonas Branck arrived in 1639 as the first of the
family in America . He was known then (1889) as the first
white colonist north of the Harlem river. His son Peter (Pieter)
was ceded a piece of land by the Dutch Magistrates and the
Indians in 1662 in Coxsackie, and the next year (1663) he built
the old stone house on the property. In 1738 a brick house
was built, and in 1792 an addition was built to the old stone
house in which Adelaide Branck was born . She was of the
eighth generation that lived in it, and the ninth generation
after Jonas Branck . Adelaide. was the mother of Leonard B.
Lampmam, who deeded the house to the historical society,
and is of the 10th generation . That the property has been
owned and lived in by one family in so many generations, is
in itself very unusual. All the Broncks in Greene county are
most likely descendants of this family . After this follows a
long description of the house that is one of America's few
very well preserved historical buildings from the Dutch
period. The son of Peter, Jan Branck, who was justice of the
peace, inherited the property, and he had six sons and two
daughters.

Ebba Tang Frandsen is a resident of Spencer, New York. She was born in
Copenhagen and receiued her education in Denmark. Her grandfather was a well
known Danish educator.
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Book Review
By Peter L. Petersen
John L. Davis, The Danish Texans. San Antonio: The
University of Texas Institute of Texan Cultures, 1979. Pp.
122 $5.95 softcover, $7.95 hardcover.
Located in downtown San Antonio, the Institute of Texan
Cultures is a publicly-financed research and information
center focusing on the diverse cultural heritage of Texas.
More than a million visitors annually crowd its large exhibition hall - originally built as a part of HemisFair '68 - to
view on-going displays and presentations on more than two
dozen national, cultural , and racial groups who have contributed to Texas history. In addition to the exhibits, the Institute has an extensive publication program . The Danish
Texans is the nineteenth work in its ethnic series on The
Texians and The Texans. Written by John L. Davis, Director of
Research at the Institute, The Danish Texans represents a
significant upgrading of the ethnic series. Earlier publications,
which appeared in pamphlet form with very limited text a:1d
few references, were designed to serve as supplemental
school materials. In contrast, The Danish Texans is a fullblown book with considerable documentation.
Statistically, the proportion of Danes in the overall population of Texas has always been small; even at the time of
peak emigration around 1900, only about one out of e.very
3,000 Texans was Danish born . Nevertheless, Davis is able to
i.dentify several Danes who have helped to advance Texas
history and culture . A Danish painter named Charles Zanco
died at the Alamo. Christian Hillebrandt was a highly
successful rancher and businessman in the pre-Civil War
period , while Christian Dorbrandt fought in the Mexican War,
served as a Captain in the Texas Rangers, and then joined the
Confederate army. John Clement Trube built a thirty-room
mansion in Galveston that is a historical landmark today .
Probably the most widely recognized names of "Danish
Texans" are those of Karl Hans Peter Marius Nielsen Gamel,
Gutzon Borglum, and Lloyd M . Bentsen , Jr. Perhaps the most
colorful Dane in Texas , H.P.N . Gammel , as his friends called
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A typical home and family, belonging to Carl Jensen, in
Dannevang.
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him, was an Austin bookdealer and publisher who salvaged
many of the state records when the capitol burned in 1881 .
Based in part on these documents, Gammell published a ten
volume work on the Laws of Texas, later expanded to thirty
volumes, which, according to Davis, "was an instant classic
and remains so to this day: the fundamental collection of
Texas law." Borglum, of course, was the driving genius behind
the creation of the Mount Rushmore monument. For fifteen
years he called San Antonio home and much of the pre1iminary work on his most famous projects was done in his
Texas studio. The grandson of a Danish immigrant who
migrated from South Dakota to southern Texas in search of
cheaper land and warmer winters, Bentsen is currently a
member of the United States Senate and was a candidate in
1976 for the Democratic presidential nomination .
Although Zanco, Gammel, and the others made individual
contributions to the history of the Lone Star state, Davis
concedes that the Danish contingent in Texas was too small
and widely scattered to avoid rapid acculturation and
assimilation . The only place where he found a small degree of
Danish culture surviving in is Wharton County, southwest of
Houston . Here in 1894 the Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church and the Danish People's Society (Dansk Folkesamfund) established a colony of Danish farmers recruited from
the North Central states. By late 1895, ninety-three families
had purchased over 9,000 acres of land . Called Danevang, the
colony continued to expand slowly for the next few years and
then stabilized . Eventually it would suffer the same fate as
many small farm communities as mechanization of
agriculture and the constant consolidation of farms into ever
larger units displaced rural population . Even so, Davis
believes Danevang to be the most Danish place in Texas; not
surprisingly, the sections on this settlement are the strongest
part of his book.
Written for the general reader rather than the specialist
and amply illustrated with photos and drawings, The Danish
Texans is a welcomed addition to the small number of books
which describe the experiences of Danish immigrants after
their arrival in the United States.
Peter L. Petersen is Professor of History at West Texas State University, and a
member of the Editorial Support Committee of the Danish American Heritage
S ociety.
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The DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY
established in 1977 in order to accomplish the following :

was

Preserve and promote interest in Danish American traditions.
Collect, evaluate, preserve, and display records (books, pictures,
letters} as well as other artifacts pertaining to the life and culture of
Danish Americans.
Encourage Danish American expression in the arts, humanities,
and social sciences.
Promote research into the life and culture of Danish Americans
and serve as an agency through which resulting studies might be
shared and published.
Seek public and private grants or funds to further projects and
programs sponsored by the Society.
Keep members aware of events and thoughts from contemporary
Denmark.
Provide a means of communication and education for members
thro ugh a quarterly publication .
Serve as a clearinghouse and provide information on all phases of
Danish American life.
Organize local or regional chapters to encourage fellowship and to
share ideas.
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